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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Of all educational Institutions, the elementary 
school reaches the greatest number of children for the 
longest period of time. Over the years the pattern of 
elementary education, although subject to periodic innova­
tions concerned with curriculum, grouping practices, unit 
programs, and the like, has not really been subject to 
appreciable change. The organization developed for the 
Quincy Grammar Schools in Aïassachusetts has held sway in 
America for over one-hundred years, although at that time 
its proponents prophesied that it would set the pattern for 
elementary education for fifty years. They erred only in 
being too conservative.
The school program of the middle years of the nine­
teenth century in America was designed to permit the con­
venient classification of great numbers of pupils pouring 
into the schools. It encouraged the division of knowledge 
into segments; it simplified the task of preparing teachers 
quickly; but at no time did it really concern itself with 
the needs of the individual student. Inevitably, critics 
arose who challenged such regimentation, but their protests 
were largely unanswered until the twentieth century when 
investigators revealed the basic likeness in the needs and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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attitudes of the individual child. Learning became linked 
with inquiry rather than as the possession of a large body 
of facts.
During the past fifteen years, however, there has 
emerged a constant emphasis for change, change that will 
require more than administrative facility, change that will 
harmonize the pattern of child growth and development with 
the curriculum and organization of the school. Specifically, 
the emphasis has been toward a school program designed to 
fit the curriculum toward the child rather than, as at 
present, expecting each child to fit a set curriculum pre­
determined for the mythical average. Such a school program 
cannot easily be reconciled to a graded school organization, 
but requires a much more flexible administration, commonly 
termed a continuous progress program.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Over the past several years, the urban school sys­
tems in the Province of Alberta have been implementing 
various forms of continuous progress plans in their ele­
mentary schools. The first of these programs was imple­
mented by the Edmonton Public School Board followed by the 
Medicine Hat Public School Board and then the Calgary Public 
School Board. The student population represented by these 
three large school districts alone means that as of Septem­
ber, 19 6 8, nearly one half of the elementary school children 
in Alberta will be attending schools in which there is some 
type of continuous progress plan in effect. Consequently, 
the Alberta student population involved in continuous pro­
gress plans is basically urban in nature since there have 
been relatively few projects aimed at implementing continu­
ous progress in the rural systems.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this paper was to 
accumulate, organize, and present information pertinent to 
the proposed enactment and actual implementation of a contin­
uous progress type of school organization in a rural school.
I, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem presented in this text involves eight 
major areas of investigation, all regarding the formulation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and operation of a continuous progress plan of school or­
ganization,
1. What are the current trends in the areas of con­
tinuous progress and non-grading as indicated by 
authorities in the field and the results of 
pertinent research?
2. How did the Exshaw Plan evolve, and how is it 
structured?
3. What is the theoretical basis of this plan?
4. What are the practical applications of the 
theoretical framework?
5. To what extent were the staff, students, and 
the public involved in the formulation of the 
plan?
6. Are there factors involved in the implementation 
of new programs that are peculiar to rural 
school areas?
7. What problems were encountered in the operation 
of the plan and how were they remedied?
8. What evaluation took place and to what extent 
were revisions in the structure of the plan 
necessary?
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III
ASSUMPTIONS, DELIMITATIONS, LIMITATIONS,
AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
I. ASSUMPTIONS
There are, in theory and practice, numerous signifi­
cant and fundamental social, psychological, and educational 
concepts underlying a study of this type. It is obvious that 
a listing of the many and varied theories and hypotheses in 
the field of human relations would indeed be of immense 
proportions. Therefore, the assumptions listed here will 
be rather general in scope while pertaining specifically 
to the problem under consideration in this paper. The major 
and basic assumptions underlying the formation of this study 
fall into four major areas.
This study assumes that:
1, The graded system of school organization no 
longer adequately fulfills the educational needs of present 
day Canadian society and that a different type of school 
organization is needed. This study assumes the position that 
the continuous progress non-graded philosophy of school 
organization is a significant step in the direction of edu­
cational progress over the traditional graded concept,
2, A continuous pupil progress program that has
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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been structured and developed by the teachers involved in 
its implementation will have a high probability of success 
in accomplishing the goals set for the program. The basis 
for this assumption is that if teacher behavior in the areas 
of teaching method and philosophy does not incur a positive 
change in the direction of the new program, then the new 
program will be a change in name only and not in fact. This 
means that the old program would still predominate and very 
little that was new would take place. Conversely, if teacher 
behavior does change in compliance with the goals of the new 
program, then the new program would be a real, or true, 
change from the previous program.
Therefore, it follows that a teacher initiated and 
developed program of attempted change will be more success­
ful than a program of attempted change developed and imple­
mented by the administration without teacher involvement.
3. There are some basic differences in adminis­
trative structure, school community relations, and school 
board policies of a rural school system in Alberta as op­
posed to a large urban school system. Historically, the 
rural school district is the oldest surviving school adminis­
trative unit in the Province of Alberta. This system of 
school organization had its beginnings under the Ordinances 
of the Northwest Territories in 1ÔÔ5 and for many years it 
was the basic form of school administrative unit.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In the period between the two world wars, there 
occurred, in Alberta, a shift in population from rural to 
urban localities.”* With this shift in population, the 
enrollment of rural schools began to decrease, and as a 
result most of the rural school districts in the province 
were forced to amalgamate and form larger (divisional and 
county) units of organization.^ Some rural districts have, 
for reasons of location or economics, maintained the same 
basic structure as was set up nearly a century ago. The 
result is that there are approximately fifty independent 
rural school districts still in operation in A l b e r t a E a c h  
such district is autonomous with respect to the operation of 
its schools
Because of the size and structure of the rural 
school district, any innovation in program faces certain
T. Uhlman, Rural Alberta (Edmonton: University
of Alberta, 1958), p. 10.
^Ibid., pp. 6, 10.
^The Alberta Teachers Association, The A.T.A. Hand­
book (Edmonton: The Alberta Teachers Association, 1 96?)
pp. 313-317.
^Department of Education, Government of The Province 
of Alberta, The School Act (Edmonton: Queen^s Printer,
19 6 7 ), pp. 59-66.
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Education Division, 
The Organization and Administration of Public Schools in 
Canada , Second Edition (Ottawa : Queen’s Printer, 196oT7
op. 47-48.
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unique problems for which solutions, different from those 
employed in larger administrative units, must be found « Of 
these differences that are unique to the rural district, 
two are of major importance: (a) the absence of central
office resource p e r s o n n e l a n d  (b) the absence of a super­
intendent resident in the district.7
The Absence of Central Office Resource Personnel
Boards of Trustees that are responsible for the 
operation of more than one school require some form of inter­
mediate structure to coordinate the schools under their 
jurisdiction and to insure that their policy decisions are 
carried out. In the urban school districts this is commonly 
the function of the superintendent and his staff.^ As a 
result, any major innovation in school programming usually 
has its beginnings with the intermediate personnel and the 
responsibility for implementing change lies largely with 
this group.^ Use of these intermediate supervisory and 
resource personnel has many advantages both for the teacher
^Department of Education, Government of the Province 
of Alberta, The School Act, o_p. cit. . p. 63,
'̂Ibid. . pp. 6 3 , 7 5 .
^S. T, Knezevich, Administration of Public Education 
(New York: Harper and Row"] 1 962T, pp. 271 -273.
^R. L. Nearley and N. D. Evans, Handbook for Effec- 
tiV' Curriculum Development (New York: Prentice-Hall" 1967)«
pp. 132-140.
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and the board since such personnel are usually free of 
classroom responsibilities and are better able to cope with 
the increased work load that usually results from innova­
tive proceedings.
The rural school district, on the other hand, be­
cause of its limited size and resources, tends to lack the 
intermediate structure between the school board and the 
individual school that is prevalent in the larger adminis­
trative units. If innovation is to take place in a rural 
district, it falls upon the administrator of the individual 
school to cope with the research, planning, and implementa­
tion of the new program. This procedure increases the work 
load of these administrators, and as a result, a greater 
period of time is necessary for planning and implementing 
educational change.
The Absence of _a Superintendent Resident in the School 
District
In Alberta the superintendent responsible for the 
operation of rural school districts is employed by the pro­
vincial Department of Education and is given responsibility 
for the supervision of a number of independent school dis­
tricts, As a result, he tends to locate his offices in a 
large urban center in close proximity to the districts under 
his jurisdiction. While this has many advantages, it does
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tend to remove the superintendent from close association 
with the administration of the schools under his controlc 
The superintendent of schools has been defined as 
the educational leader of a school system and as the chief 
administrator of the board.10 Because of his necessary 
absence from an individual district for long periods of 
time, a large portion of his administrative responsibilities 
fall on the school principal. While the school superinten­
dent is still the officer responsible for the conduct of the 
schools, the actual tasks of administering the affairs of 
a district tend to fall on the principal.^ ̂ The local school 
district principal in Alberta assumes, in most cases, such 
duties as initiating the budget, selection and securing of 
staff, advising the Board of Trustees, assisting the formu­
lation, and implementing board policies, all of which in 
larger systems, are among the prescribed duties of the 
superintendent.̂  ̂
In addition to the two major differences between 
rural and urban school districts in Alberta there are several
1 nDepartment of Education, Government of the Province 
of Alberta, The School Act, op. cit. , p. ?6.
111bid.
1 T. Sparby, "The Principal in the Alberta School 
System," The 1961 Alberta Principal's Leadership Course , 
editeo by L. W. Downey (Edmonton: Policy Committee, Leader- 
31 ir dr̂ ,_-se for School Principals, 1961), pp. 9-20,
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minor and less distinct differences » Of these, three are 
readily discernible: (a) rigid and outdated physical
facilities, (b) financial limitations, and (c) the school- 
community situation.
Rigid and outdated physical facilities. Because of 
the shift in population over the past several decades from 
rural to urban centers, the enrollment of rural schools 
has tended to decrease. As a result, new elementary schools 
are rarely found in rural districts and the majority of 
existing elementary schools were built over twenty years ago; 
a good number date back to the first two decades of the 
present century^ Such buildings are usually of a very 
fixed nature with individual classrooms having solid walls, 
rectangular in shape and capable of accommodating from 
twenty-five to thirty students. Very few of these schools 
have space provided for special or auxiliary areas such as 
multi-purpose areas, library space, audio visual rooms, 
industrial arts or crafts areas, although some do have 
gymnasium space available in adjoining junior or senior high 
s c h o o l s A s  a result any plans that a Board may have
J. Derrick, "Implementing a Continuous Progress 
Plan in a Rural School District," an unpublished paper pre­
sented at the University of Calgary, July, 1968.
l^Ibid.
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regarding innovative programs in instruction will have to 
be made with these limitations in mind.
Financial limitations. Because enrollment tends to 
remain static, or decrease, and because of an inadequate tax 
base in most rural areas, funds for new facilities and pro­
grams are difficult to secure . 5 ,16 ^ rural district
wishes to compete on a favorable basis with the large urban 
districts in the area of instructional supplies and audio 
visual materials, it must do so through a very high supple­
mentary requisition.
The school-community. Although not clearly valida­
ted , there does seem to be some evidence to indicate that 
schools in the rural setting have a greater informal per­
sonal identification for the individual in the school- 
community,^ 7 This factor seems to make the rural school the 
personal property of those in the community and it tends to 
become a center steeped in local folklore and tradition. On
V/, Reeves, H. C, Melsness, and J, E. Cheal, 
Educational Administration : The Role of the Teacher (Tor­
onto : MacMillan, 1962J, pp. 70-71.
T ̂ F. H, Johnson, A Brief History of Canadian Educa­
tion (Toronto : McGraw-Hill"J 1 960), pp. 11 0-111 .
Bell, "Decreasing Student and Community Identic 
float lor with the School," The Sociology of Education, A 
Sourcebook, edited by R. Bell (Homewood, Illinois: The
Dorse^’- Press 3  ̂, pp. 40-52.
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the other hand, the urban school-community is usually sub­
jected to a large population and geographic area, a tran­
sient resident population, a bureaucratic administrative 
school system and a non-resident teaching staff, all of 
which tend to isolate the school from its community.^ ̂
Although there are other factors distinguishing the 
rural school district from the urban, the above are only 
cited to illustrate that there are important differences 
between these two types of administrative units in Alberta.
4. The Action research method of reporting a re­
search project is a valid and legitimate technique of scien­
tific reporting.^ 9,20
II. DELIMITATIONS
1. Although many types of continuous pupil progress 
plans were studied in the developmental stages of this plan, 
only one will be discussed in detail: the Exshaw Plan.
2, Only major facets of the plan will be presented 
since no detailed day-to-day record of the plan in action
1^IMd.
^9john W. Best, Research in Education (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 195VT, pp. 8-11.
^^Edward H. Litchfield, "Notes on a General Theory 
of Administration," Educational Administration: Selected
Readings, edited by W. G. Hack, J, A. Raraseyer, W. J. Gep- 
hart, and J. B. Heck (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 196$),
n p .  320 - 322 .
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was compiled,
3. The duration of this study will only cover the 
period of preplanning in 1967-1968, the period of implemen­
tation in 1968-6 9 , and the period of re-evaluation in the 
spring of 1969.
III. LIMITATIONS
1, Since a daily record of events occurring during 
the first year of implementation was not kept, certain as­
pects of the program might not receive the scrutiny that 
might occur under more detailed conditions of observation.
2. Limiting factors of time and space also condi­
tioned the degree of detailed examination of the overall 
program, especially in the area of curriculum and curricu­
lum development for the new program.
IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Communitv--the attendance area for a single school^
Continuous progress-— based on the concept that each 
child has his own pattern and rate of growth and that chil­
dren of the same age will vary greatly in their ability and
21 R„ F, Campbell, J. E, Corbally, and J. A. Ram- 
;eyer, Introduction to Educational Administration (Boston :
i l l y n  and  B a c o n ,  1 9 6 3 T ,  p .  9 1 .
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rate of growth. Therefore, no child Is ever considered a 
failure. If he does not achieve in proportion to his 
ability, the program is adjusted to fit his needs and prob­
lems. A child may progress more slowly than others, but 
the attempt is made to keep his growth continuous.
Non-grading-— the provision of opportunity for con­
tinuous progress for each learner. There is no set body of 
content or group of skills to be covered by each student 
within a prescribed period of time. Materials are selected 
to match the spread of individual differences in the instruc­
tional group, and students move upward according to their 
readiness to proceed.
School board--refers to the board of trustees of 
the Exshaw School District 1699, The school district in 
Alberta is the basic unit of school administration, and 
boards are empowered to act within the limitations of the 
Alberta School Act.^'^
W, Beggs and E. G. Buffie, Nongraded Schools in 
Action (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 196?),
p. 139.
^^National Education Association, Schools for the 
Sixties (Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1963 ), pp. 72-73 «
24Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The Organization 
and Administration of Public Schools in Canada, Second Ed. 
(Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1 960) , 4-8-54.
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CHAPTER IV 
Î4ETH0D OF PROCEDURE
If the basic premise is taken that the ultimate 
criterion of a scientific theory is its utility in adding 
to our understanding, then a fundamental theory of curricu­
lum change must not only underlie the development of the 
problem under observation, but it must also be related to 
the organized attack on the procedures of analysis involved 
in the study. In this paper, certain theories will be pre­
sented in relation to various aspects of curriculum develop­
ment and change that are pertinent to the particular section 
of the study being presented at the time.
Therefore, in a general analysis, assuming that a 
curriculum event involves a space-time relationship (a 
process occurring over time), it might be hypothesized that 
three curriculum aspects will occur. These three phases 
involve those curriculum events that are planned, those 
which occur and those which are evaluated. In an expose" on 
systems theory^ and curriculum development, Duncan and
^James D, Thompson, "Modern Approaches to Theory in 
Administration," Administrative Theory in Education, edited 
by Andrew W. HalpTn (New York : MacMillan, 1967), pp. 37-3Ô,
^Daniel E. Griffiths, "Use of Models in Research," 
Educational Administration: Selected Readings, edited by
N. Go Hack, J. A. Ramseyer, W. J. Gephart, and J. B. Heck
'Boston: Ally’- an 1 Bacon, 1965), pp. 346-357.
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Frymier depict the three stage system by use of circles to 
represent these various curriculum aspects.^ For example 
{Fig, 1), circle "A" represents that aspect of the curricu­
lum which is planned, circle "B" that aspect which actually 
occurs, and circle "C" the evaluative phase.
Figure 1. A graphic representation of general curriculum 
aspects,
Therefore, ”1” would represent the events that were 
planned and did not occur, "2" would represent the events 
that were planned and did occur, and "3” those events that 
were not planned but did occur. If there was a large
3James K. Duncan and Jack R, Frymier, "Explorations 
in the Systematic Study of Curriculum," Theory Into Practice,
VI, No. 4 (Oct. 1967), 190-195
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overlap between circle "A" and "B” , then a situation exists 
in which most of what was planned actually took place. Con­
versely, if there is only slight overlap it might be assumed 
that very little of what was planned actually occurred. It 
should be stressed that the degree of overlap merely indi­
cates the extent to which the curriculum event which is 
planned actually takes place and does not indicate the 
effectiveness of the c u r r i c u l u m .4
If this theoretical view is extended over a period 
of time, today*s evaluation becomes tomorrow^s plan. Each 
curriculum unit can be viewed as developing over time both 
vertically and horizontally (Fig. 2).5 Each dimension could 
provide a different picture of the interactions inherent in 
curriculum development. For example, that which occurred on 
successive days could be studied, obtaining a picture of 
occurrences over time, thus revealing the changing nature 
of that aspect of curriculum. On the other hand, a vertical 
sequence of that which was planned might also be studied, 
noting the changes appearing in respect to this aspect of 
curriculum,^
This theoretical basis is used as a criterion for
4 l b i d . , p. 193. 
^Ibid.
^Ibid,, p. 194,
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designing the basic procedures of organizational design of 
this text. This means that the three basic stages would 
include the planning stage, the operational stage, and the 
evaluative stage.
The planning stage consists of all preparatory 
events leading to the actual enactment of the program.
Special areas of consideration will include :
1. The philosophy of the school,
2. A rationale for action,
3. A theoretical framework to guide development 
of a working plan,
4. 'The initial program planning stages.
5« An evaluation of the program compared to the 
philosophy and theory,
6, A description of the actual working plan.
7. Descriptions of pupil, teacher, and community 
involvement.
For the most part it is the description of the events 
of the planning stage that will consume the bulk of this 
paper.
The operational stage will describe the plan in 
action and events that occurred during this period of time 
that either assisted or hindered the progress of the plan. 
Areas for consideration would include staff meetings, work- 
shons, oarent-teacher meetings and interviews as well as a
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description of staff and facilities.
The third area, that of evaluation is perhaps the 
most difficult of all to describe. However, this will 
mainly fall into two categories : continuous evaluation
throughout the program and a term end evaluation. Those 
involved in evaluative procedures would include the staff, 
school board, students, parents, and administrative per­
sonnel.
It is hoped that this report will be presented in 
a complete and concise manner and that all important factors 
will be considered.
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CHAPTER V 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
H, L. Hagman, in an analysis of the organizational 
arrangements of schools, brings to light several premises 
which seem to be basic to an understanding of the develop­
ment of the continuous progress system. He states that:
I. The organization for education in the United 
States lags behind knowledge and skills in 
educating,
2. Educational organization, as commonly found in 
all parts of the United States, is inadequate 
to carry the modern tasks of public schools,
3. Educational organization, as commonly observed, 
is essentially authoritarian by nature and 
development and serves democratic principles
of operation poorly.
4. Most educational organization as it has devel­
oped has come about because of serving adminis­
trative convenience rather than because of 
desire to serve in terms of best educational 
practice.
5. Educational organization, as commonly found,
is wasteful of manpower and is especially waste­
ful of the best professional talent.
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6, Major changes in educational organization are 
inevitable,^
Out of this type of thinking came a continued pres­
sure for curriculum change by those educators who were 
striving for a break in the rigid lock-step approach to 
school organization. Early attempts in this direction were 
evidenced by the Winnetka-McDale and the Dalton plans.^
Except for the organizational differences exhibited by each 
of these plans, they all emphasized the same basic approach—  
that of individualization of instruction. In fact, accord­
ing to Beggs and B u f f i e t h e r e  seemed to be a great deal 
of emphasis on individual instruction from about 1910 on.
(The Cambridge plan, the Portland plan, the Concertive plan, 
the Pueblo plan, and many more.) As evidenced by this 
activity, it seemed to many that the traditional graded 
school was not in harmony with the basic purposes of American 
education; namely, that every child should have an oppor­
tunity to develop his talents to the fullest extent possible.
It seems that the non-graded school emerged during
1H. L. Hagman, Administration of Elementary Schools 
(New York: McGraw Hill"% 1956), pp. §1^6.
^0, T. Jarvis and L. R. Wootton, The Transitional 
Elementary School and its Curriculum (Dubuque, Iowa: W. C.
Brown Co., 1966), pp. 24-27.
V'/. EegFS and F. G. Buff ie, Nongraded Schools in 
Action (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1967J > PP* 4-
16.
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the 1 9 30s with several schools abolishing primary grade 
structure, the most notable of which was the Flexible Pro­
gress Plan at Western Springs I l l i n o i s S e v e r a l  types of 
non-grading were evidenced during the next several years, 
and the most notable of these was the plan begun in 1942 in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, under L, P* Goodrich. This particular 
plan is generally recognized as the oldest non-graded school 
plan still in existence,^
However, there was no great movement in the direc­
tion of this type of school organization until J. I. Good- 
lad popularized the concept in 1955.^ Since that time the 
non-graded movement has been closely associated with J. I. 
Goodlad and R. H. Anderson, They have stated their philoso­
phy underlying this organizational pattern in this way:
The non-graded school is designed to implement a 
theory of continuous pupil progress; since the differ­
ences among children are great and since these differ­
ences cannot be substantially modified, school struc­
ture must facilitate the continuous educational progress 
of each pupil. Some pupils, therefore, will require a 
longer period of time than others for achieving certain 
learnings and attaining certain developmental levels.7
4lbid.. p. 17.
5lbid.
^J. I. Goodlad, "More About the Ungraded Unit Plan," 
National Education Association Journal. XLIV (May, 1955)» 
295-97.
7j. I. Goodlad and R. H, Anderson, The Nongraded 
Elementary School, revised edition (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, 1963), p. 52,
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Since the popularization of the non-graded school, 
there has been a great interest in whether it really is an 
improved means of facilitating the learning process or not*
In the textbooks, journals, and periodicals, many authors 
suggest the philosophy wholeheartedly;9»1 0,11 however, 
there are many who do express caution and concern over some 
of the present practices in non-grading. There are also those 
who disagree as to the degree of its effectiveness.^^
Others, including G o o d l a d ^  Anderson,^^
R. Dufay, Ungrading the Elementary School (West 
Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing, 1966), pp. 195-196.
9d , W, Beggs and F. G, Buffie, o£, cit. , pp. 34-36. /
^Ol , Glogan and M. Fessel, The Nongraded Primary 
School (West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Co., 1967),
p. 2.
 ̂̂ J. L. Tewksbury, Nongrading in the Elementary School 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Book C o "  196?), p. iii.
F, Carbone, "A Comparison of Graded and Non- 
graded Elementary Schools," Elementary School Journal. LXII 
(Nov., 1961), S2-Ô.
F. Ko ont z, "A Study of Achievement as a Function 
of Homogeneous Grouping," Journal of Experimental Education, 
XXX (Dec, 1961), pp. 249-53.
 ̂̂ J. I. Goodlad, "Cooperative Teaching in Educational 
Reform," National Elementary Principal, XLIV (Jan., 1964), 10.
15J. I, Goodlad, "Editorial," The National Elementary 
Principal. XLVII, No. 2 (Nov., 1967), 2-3.
H. Anderson, "The Nongraded School: An Over­
view," The National Elementary Principal, XLVII, No. 2 
(Nov. , 1^7) , pp. 4-10.
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17 1Rhoades, and Carswell, defend the concept from the posi­
tion of its intended philosophy. However, Budde,"^^ Shearon,^*^ 
McNally,^"* and others^^ express caution and deep con­
cern for the fact that many are non-grading in name only, or 
have such a vague idea of the concept and philosophy that 
their programs are highly ineffective. Others, such as 
Williams^^ and Lewin,^^ question the value of even having
17w, M. Rhoades, "Erasing Grade Lines," The Elementary 
School Journal. LXVII, No. 3 (Dec., 1966), 140-145.
 ̂̂ E. M. Carswell, "The Nongraded School: 
for it, Establishing it, Maintaining it," The National Ele­
mentary Principal. XLVII, No. 2 (Nov., 196?), 11-15.
 ̂ , Budde, "Jump on the Nongraded Bandwagon? Stop !
Think!" The National Elementary Principal, XLVII, No. 2 
(Nov. , ^ ' W f ) y  21-23,
20q , E. Shearon and H, Wait, "Non-graded Elementary 
Schools: A Survey of Practices," The National Elementary
Principal. XLVII, No, 2 (Nov., 196777 39-42.
H, J, McNally, "So It ̂ s Not Graded, But What Is 
It?" The National Elementary Principal. XLVII, No, 2 (Nov.,
19 6 7), pp. 43-46.
^^W, P. McLoughlin, "The Phantom Nongraded School,"
Phi Delta Kappan, XLIX, No. 5 (Jan., 1968), 24^-50.
23f . R. Dufay, "When Nongrading Fails," School Man­
agement . II, No, 2 (Feb,, 1967), 110-113.
^^F. P. Barnes, "Symptoms of Wheelphilia: A Diag­
nosis," The National Elementary Principal, XLVII, No. 2
(Nov., 1767), 3 1-3 ,̂
Williams, "Academic Achievement in a Graded 
and in a Non-Graded School," The Elementary School Journal, 
LXVII, No, 3 (Dec,, 1966), 135-39.
26[). Lewin, "Go Slow on Non-Grading," The Elementary 
School Journal, LXVII, No. 3 (Dec., 1966), 131-134.
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non-graded schools under the present circumstances. Truly, 
there is a great diversity of opinion as to the effective­
ness of the non-graded concept in action. However, in light 
of the absence of conclusive research pointing to a detri­
mental effect on learning by non-graded schools, the abun­
dance of literature favoring their inception, the basic 
philosophy of individualized instruction, and the lack of an 
alternately superior plan, it seems reasonable to assume 
that the continuous progress concept of school organization 
could provide a useful organizational device which may 
improve the instructional program of the school.
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CHAPTER VI 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCHOOL
During the oast five years, there has emerged a 
constant emphasis for change in the Exshaw system. This 
emphasis has been mainly focused upon change that will 
harmonize the curriculum and organization of the school 
with recent knowledge concerning patterns of child growth 
and development. More specifically, the emphasis has been 
toward a school program designed to fit the curriculum 
toward the child rather than expecting each child to fit a 
set curriculum predetermined for the mythical average. It 
becomes evident that such a program cannot easily be recon­
ciled to a graded school organization, but requires a much 
more flexible system of school organizational structure.
The staff unanimously agreed to adopt a staff policy 
of a basic philosophy to serve as a guideline for the type 
of program they desired.
I. A BASIC PHILOSOPHY
A type of school organization is desired that is 
based on the idea of continuous pupil progress, which pro­
motes flexibility in grouping by removing grade levels, 
which is intended to lessen, or even eliminate, the problem 
of retention and acceleration, which is designed to
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facilitate the teacher’s role in providing for pupils* 
individual differences, and which will facilitate the 
learning process for the individual student to the greatest 
degree possible.
This entire concept of attempting to attain the 
goal of individual fulfillment presents a tremendous respon­
sibility that falls upon teachers both individually and col­
lectively, to derive means of achieving this goal. Pertain­
ing to this ideal John Gardner states that :
we should very greatly enlarge our ways of thinking 
about education. We should be painting a vastly 
greater mural on a vastly more spacious wall. What 
we are trying to do is nothing less than to build a 
greater and more creative civilization. We propose 
that people accept as a universal task the fostering 
of individual development within a framework of rational 
and moral values. We propose that they accept as an 
all-encompassing goal the furtherance of individual 
growth and learning at every age, in every significant 
situation, in every conceivable way. By doing so we 
shall keep faith with our ideal of individual fulfill­
ment and at the same time insure continued strength 
and creativity as a society. 1
It is the task of the school to instill the indi­
vidual with a sense of dignity to recognize his potentiali­
ties, to release his creative powers, and to stimulate his 
initiative. Public education, based on the fact that every 
child has a right to be helped to achieve his potentialities 
to the maximum, is not enough. There must be a system of
1 John W. Gardner, Excellence (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1961), pp. 142-143»
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education based on a firm commitment to enact this philo­
sophy» It is not enough to expound upon the ideal; it must 
be formulated in action. Such a design is presented in 
Deciding What to Teach;
The instructional program should provide (a) oppor­
tunities for developing the individual potentialities 
represented in the wide range of differences among 
people; (b) a common fund of knowledge, values, and 
skills vital to the welfare of the individual.
To achieve these objectives, the instructional pro­
gram cannot be the same for all. Provision for indi­
vidual differences should be made by qualified teach­
ing personnel through diagnosis of learning needs and 
through appropriate variety of content, resources for 
learning, and instructional methods.*
This concept is further developed on a much more 
elaborate and concrete basis in Planning and Organizing for 
Teaching. In this publication, nine recommendations con­
cerning school organization are presented, and they include 
such factors as: multigrading, nongrading, grading, ability
grouping, team teaching, self-contained classroom, classroom 
grouping, instructional materials centers, educational tele­
vision and radio, programmed instruction, and instructional 
media,^ Many of these areas of consideration will be dealt 
with in the following chapter.
^NEA, Deciding What to Teach (Washington D.C,: 
National Education Association, 1963), p. 7Ô.
3n e A, Planning and Organizing for Teaching (Wash­
ington, D.C,; National Education Association, 1963)» p® 190,
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CHAPTER VII
A RATIONALE FOR INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION 
lo THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS
This consideration of the techniques and strategies 
involved in a program of individualization of instruction 
will be presented through a discussion of some of the fac­
tors involved in the educative process. It is hoped that 
this internal system will be viewed in relation to the out­
comes that the Province of Alberta deems as objectives for 
its s c h o o l s F o r  this purpose, a conceptual model will be 
presented in an attempt to illustrate the process of educa­
tion and this schema will be used as a central point in the 
development of the discussion.
Before beginning a discussion of the model, it 
should be said that the model is in no way all-inclusive 
of the educative process; but it does indicate several 
rather general domains from which educators can work. Within 
the model (Figure 3)» each of the three major domains are 
divided into their basic functional attributes, which in 
turn are involved in the outcomes of the process.
1 Department of Education, Program of Studies for 
Elementary Schools of Alberta (Edmonton: Department of
Education, 1 96 A j , pp. 4-5<>
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The substantive, substance, or actual curriculum 
materials involved in the way students are required to 
learn their materials (strategies of inquiry). The other 
involves the content of the various fields of study that 
the student is involved in. These concepts include all 
areas of scope, sequence, and articulation in curriculum 
study and are concerned with such factors as sequential 
programscore, activity, and subject curriculaanalytic, 
inductive, and intuitive thinking;^ and such areas as flat, 
longitudinal, and spiral curriculum building,^
Procedural
The procedural domain involves three major divisions 
and is highly concerned with the pupil-teacher and the pupil- 
pupil process. Throughout these areas, the teacher attempts
^Jerome S. Bruner. The Process of Education (New 
York: Random House, I960), p. §2.
Othanel Smith, W. 0, Stanley, and J, H, Shores, 
Fundamentals of Curriculum Development (New York : Harcourt,
Brace, and World" 1937)> ppl 22 5-22 8 .
^Jerome S. Bruner, p£, cit., p. 59.
5w. W. Worth, "Major Trends in the Elementary School 
Curriculum,” The Principal and Program Development, the 1964 
Alberta Principals’ Leadership Course (Edmonton, Alberta: 
Policy Committee, Leadership Course for School Principals, 
Dept, of Educational Administration, University of Alberta,
1 9 6 4), pp. 9-19.
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to use methods that will enhance the learning process and 
facilitate pupil acquisition, transformation, and evalua­
tion.^ The teacher attempts to extend the learners’ range 
of experiences by using devices that will aid understanding 
of structure, extension of range of experience and dramati­
zation of the significance of l e a r n i n g .7 Many methods and 
techniques are involved in this process as exemplified by 
the lecture method, independent study projects, seminars, 
workshops, and small group instruction to mention but a 
few.
Environmental
The third major domain, the environmental, includes 
all of the mechanical and physical features involved in the 
process. The only purpose here, as in the other domains, 
is to facilitate the educative process for the learner.
Organizational aspect. Within the organizational 
aspect of this domain, there are three major dimensions to 
be considered. These are: {1) the vertical dimension,
(2) the horizontal dimension, and (3) articulation. Figure 
4 illustrates schematically the interrelationship of these
^Jerome S, Bruner, ojg. cit. , p. 4Ô. 
7lbid., p. 84.
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Figure 4. ucbool organization: a conceptual model.
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dimensions.^
1 « Vertical school org;anization» This dimension
involves the administrative structure designed for moving a 
student upward (vertically) from entry into school through 
the various levels to completion of the program (e.g. from 
grades one through twelve). It involves three main areas 
of consideration:
a. The content of the curriculum and whether it is 
to be variable or constant in nature.
b . The rate by which a student is able to progress 
in all aspects of his endeavor and whether this 
factor is held to be variable or constant.
c. The number of placement decisions that are made 
during the students’ progression--whether there 
are a few, many, or an unlimited number of these 
decisions.
To illustrate, a structure may exist which is designed 
to be of constant curriculum content, a constant rate of 
progress is designated and few placement decisions are made. 
These organizational features, in this combination, would be 
illustrative of the traditional graded program. On the
%EA, Planning and Organizing for Teaching, op. cit
p« 53.
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other hand, if the curriculum content and the rate of 
progress were both variable and if the placement decisions 
were unlimited in number, this would be characteristic of 
a completely individualized program. There are many such 
possibilities involved in projecting administrative struc­
tures through the use of conceptual design. Figure 5 
illustrates several other possibilities.
2. Horizontal school organization. This aspect 
of school organization deals with the position a particular 
individual student or group of students is located at any 
one time in the organization. It mainly concerns the 
facticety of dividing students into groups, assigning them 
to teachers, and providing a program of studies.
This type of structure involves three major dimen­
sions, These are: (1) the teachers, (2) the students, and
(3) the curriculum.
Teaching personnel may be grouped in various ways. 
However, the most common involve teaching by an individual 
such as in the self-contained classroom; by several individ­
uals, such as in a departmentalized system; or in a group, 
as in team or cooperative teaching. The students are usually 
grouped within these broad areas on the bases of large 
group, small group, or individual instruction. The curricu­
lum is usually considered from either a combination of, or
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one of three, areas. These would involve individual subject 
areas such as "reading” or "science," combined subject areas 
such as "language arts," or large problem areas such as 
"our community" or "man and his world." All three of the 
major dimensions are, or can be, interrelated and the total 
possibilities under this aspect of organization are many and 
varied. Figure 6 illustrates some of the possibilities that 
should be investigated when seeking a particular horizontal 
type of organization for a particular school situation,
3« Articulation. Articulation runs throughout both 
the horizontal and vertical aspects as well as between all 
features of the two. This aspect of organizational struc­
ture must be imbedded in the very fibre of the program for 
there is nothing so devastating to the educative process as 
a poorly constructed and disjointed organizational pattern.
In the final analysis, the only reason the pattern has for 
justifying its very existence is in the degree to which it 
facilitates and enhances the educative process for the 
individual student.
Physical Conditions. The second area of the environ­
mental domain involves the physical conditions that are 
involved in the educative process. This is mainly the area 
of the school facility. It concerns factors of change and 
progress involving school plant facilities, school leadership
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school personnel, and the school-community. As a guide to 
action, McClurkin suggests four steps toward obtaining an 
adequate school plant: (1) long-range community planning,
(2) educational planning for the particular school center,
(3) architectural planning, and (4) the actual construction.^ 
Perhaps one further step could be added as a catalyst to
the process— that is the involvement of the people who will 
be affected by the program. Included in this group would 
be administrators, teachers, students, parents, citizens’ 
committees, and any others who may be affected by the parti­
cular design of a program of planning.
Since several aspects of school planning will be 
considered in the following chapters, it will suffice to 
emphasize that school planning will involve the broad areas 
of: (l) instructional procedures, (2) school sites,
(3) community planning, (4) possible remodeling, (5) plant 
management, (6) budgeting, (7) the school-community, (8) the 
aims of education, and most important of all, (9) considera­
tion of and planning for the future,  ̂̂
It is essential that the keynote concept in school 
facilities be flexibility, Johnson and Hunt emphasize
%], D. McClurkin, School Building Planning (New 
York: MacMillan, 1964), p. vi.
1OaASA, Schools for America (Washington B.C.: Ameri-
can Association of School Administrators, 1967).
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this point by stating that:
The building design must include provisions for 
changeable, flexible, and usable space which must be 
adapted to the teaching needs at any particular time 
and in relation to any requirement that improved learn­
ing opportunity places on the teacher. . . .11
Technologies. The third area of the environmental 
domain involves the technologies used in enhancing and en­
riching the educative process, Bruner refers to modern 
technology in relation to the function by which they assist
the educative process and classifies these devices into
1 ?three categories:
1. Model devices (e.g., Cuisenaire rods).
2. Dramatizing devices (e.g., films).
3. Automatizing devices (e.g., teaching machines).
In Bruner’s estimation, these devices aid the teacher in 
helping the student through (1) the understanding of struc­
ture, { 2 ) by extending his range of experiences, and (3) by 
dramatizing the significance of what he is l e a r n i n g . H o w ­
ever, one point is paramount, that is, "the devices themselves 
cannot dictate their purpose" and thus it is the "teacher
who constitutes the principal aid in the teaching process
Robert H. Johnson and John T, Hunt, Rx for Team 
Teaching (Minneapolis, Minn.: Burgess Publishing Co., I960),
p. 146,
 ̂̂ Jerome S. Bruner, ojp. cit. , pp, Ô2-B3.
13Ibid., n. 84. I^Ibid., p. 88.
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From this, it can be summised that the technology 
is only as useful a tool as the operator makes it. If the 
teacher does not adapt to new situations and the use of new 
techniques, then the technological facilities that are sup­
plied will go unused. However, if the teacher is a true 
educator, continually seeking new and varied means of demon­
strating, illustrating, and emphasizing, then the technolo­
gical facilities will be used to greatly enhance the educa­
tive process,
II, CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
One of the means with the greatest potential for 
facilitating the educative process is the concept of con­
tinuous pupil progress. This concept seems to fulfill most 
of the requirements encompassing all aspects of the educa­
tive process. However, before beginning a discussion of 
the techniques involved in the implementation of this con­
cept, a brief consideration of the problems involved in 
rigid, or lock-step, pupil progress will be undertaken.
The Graded System
The graded system of school organization has remained 
basically unchanged for over one hundred years. Although 
there were some attempts in the 1900s (Winnetka, Dalton,
Pueblo plans) and again in the 1930s {Western Springs Flexible
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Progress Plan) and 1940s (Milwaukee), it was not unti]J 1955 
when Goodlad published a report on nongraded schools for the 
NEA that any real interest was stirred in individualized 
instruction. From that time on there has emerged a constant 
emphasis for change in school organization. This new 
emphasis has been toward school programs designed to fit 
the curriculum toward the child, rather than expecting each 
child to fit a set curriculum.
The traditional graded program, originally designed 
to permit the quick and convenient classification of the 
great number of pupils which were pouring into the schools 
in the early days of this country’s development, encouraged 
the division of knowledge into segments, simplified the task 
of preparing teachers, and offered a minimal education to the 
population. However, at no time did this system of educa­
tion really concern itself with the needs of the individual 
student. It was mass education; students were educated by 
groups and if a student couldn’t keep up with the group, he 
simply dropped out or behind.
Basic Facts
This leads to several basic facts concerning human 
individuality, particularly in regard to children. It is 
quite evident that all children differ in all aspects of 
their personalities--physically, socially, emotionally, and
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intellectually. Physically, some children are tall, some 
short, some slender, and others heavy set. Socially, chil­
dren display a variety of characteristics (solitary, sensi­
tive, withdrawn, gregarious, confident, outgoing, etc.), and 
these often vary from situation to situation. Upon con­
sidering personality, there are those who are inquisitive, 
emotionally secure, or highly motivated, while others may 
be indifferent, insecure, or lethargic. Great extremes also 
exist in the realm of intellectual differences. There is a 
great variation in the range of measured I.Q. and achieve­
ment from those considered mentally uneducable to genius 
ratings. Throughout the entire spectrum of humanity, there 
exists this tremendous variation in the uniqueness of each 
individual.
Problems
With this in mind, a consideration of the graded 
structure will then present certain problems for many stu­
dents. Such problems might include:
1. Students who had difficulty with the academic 
program suffered non-promotion (failure) if they 
could not keep up with what is considered to be 
the average,
2. Faster moving students were often "skipped" 
and as a result lost a considerable amount of
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beneficial experiences by missing the program of 
an entire grade,
3. There is a heavy emphasis on the "average" and 
the "group" and not enough emphasis on the 
"individual."
4, Grades do not provide for the wide range of 
abilities of the students in an average class.
5. Non-promotion meant repeating one whole year 
(or grade ),
6, Faster students had no room to expand intellec­
tually and academically and either adapted to or 
became frustrated with the slower pace.
A Conclusion
If the position is taken that there is a general
inadequacy in the traditional graded system as a means of
implementing the educative process, then the conclusion 
depicted in Figure 7 and the proposition in Figure 8 may 
be presented for consideration.
III. NON-GRADING
If the graded system does not serve the concept of
individualized instruction, and if it is to be replaced, it
must be replaced with a system of school organization which 
does fulfill the function of individualized instruction. It










to eliminate the graded system and
replace it with another more effi­
cient and effective structure
to attain the desired goals and 
objectives of individualized 
instruction.
Figure 7. A tenable assumution.
1 . If there are no grades
and
2. If children progress continuously according to their individual abilities
and
3. If the teacher makes a genuine provision for the 
individual differences of children in terms of classroom program
then
4. There will be a natural grov̂ fth of the individual 
in social and academic accomplishment.
Figure 8 . A proposition regarding school structure.
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is, therefore, proposed that a non-graded structure of school 
organization will fulfill the above requirements.
In this regard, Stewart Dean states:
. . . the rationale of nongradedness submits that, 
through flexibility of operational machinery and 
individualization of instruction, we shall be in an 
improved position to offer educational programs which 
are more viable, in which higher motivation may be 
stimulated, and in which more realistic accomplish­
ments can be attained.15
Organizationally, this plan also appears to meet 
all of the principles for good school organization suggested 
by Burr et al. The principles state that the organizational 
plan should :̂  ̂
1• Provide that teachers know the children they 
teach,
2. Facilitate equal educational opportunity for all 
children.
3. Be appropriate for the educational goals of the 
school.
4. Be projected in cognizance of the needs of 
young children.
5. Contribute to conditions of practice of demo­
cratic behaviors.
15Stewart Dean, quoted in Ross L. Neagley and N, 
Dean Evans, Handoook for Effective Curriculum Development 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967), p. 114.
 ̂̂ James B, Burr, William H. Coffield, T. J. Jenson, 
and R. L. Neagley, Elementary School Administration (Boston: 
Allyn and Bacon, 19 6 3 ), pp. 54-69.
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6. Facilitate integrative learning experiences of 
the child.
7. Encourage teachers to be concerned with the total 
development of the child.
8. Facilitate desirable flexibility in the individ­
ual child’s school day,
9. Provide for the grouping of children in harmony 
with respect for the individual.
10. Be designed to challenge teachers to be competent 
academically and in their understanding of child 
development.
This pattern of school organization is generally 
characterized by the following situations : ̂
1. Grade designations are removed from classes.
2. Pupils move at their own rate.
3. Progress is based largely on the pupil’s success
in reading, language, and arithmetic, although
there is no reason why this could not be exten­
ded to include other areas.
4. Individual differences in pupils are recognized 
and provision made for them.
5. Pupils may remain with the same teacher for two
^*^Ross L. Neagley and N. Dean Evans, £2* cit. ,
pp. 111-12.
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or three years.
6. Although external standards exist, they are 
treated as guides.
7. External standards are related specifically to 
the individual rather than the group.
In conclusion, it may be said that non-grading is 
an attempt to give each child an opportunity to work at the 
level where he is in each subject and to progress in the 
best way he can. In this way, each child is able to explore 
his own potential without having to contend with the frus­
trating experiences that are an inherent part of the graded 
system,
IV. TEAM TEACHING
This is a technique on the horizontal dimension that 
lends itself to vertical programs of individualized instruc­
tion. Johnson and Hunt list several aspects of this method 
as related to the improvement of the instructional program.^ ̂
1. Team teaching builds teacher-administrator 
morale due to the involvement aspects of the 
technique,
2. It provides balance in the instructional program.
 ̂̂ Robert H. Johnson and John J. Hunt, o_p. cit. , 
pp. 92-98.
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3. It is based on educational outcomes from which 
teachers will reap the benefit of diversified 
applications, thinking, and experiences,
4. Better use can be made of the human resources 
and talent available in the community (profess­
ional and lay citizens).
5. It is a democratic tool (equal opportunity of 
involvement by all).
6. It is a vehicle which allows the determination 
of scope and sequence of the instructional pro­
gram by professional educators,
7. It affords an opportunity to improve the instruc­
tional program through proper planning and exe­
cution.
It seems evident that team teaching can greatly en­
hance programs of continuous pupil progress. Mainly, this 
technique has been used in the upper levels of the school 
strata and very little at the primary level. However, it 
does seem that the team approach is gaining in use in the 
elementary school due to its many desirable qualities and a 
general rise in the level of professionalism of elementary 
school teachers. Once elementary school teachers are able 
to shake loose from their narrow and fearful attitudes in 
relation to cooperative teaching, they will reap the bene­
fits of being involved in this method of instruction. As
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has been stated by Gross:
Teachers are showing more enthusiasm for their work 
and are making far greater use of their creative tal­
ents „ Relieved of many non-professional chores, they 
have more time to teach, to develop new effective ways 
and to know and help children they teach. By working 
together in teams, they are developing professional 
partnerships of real value. Educational leadership is 
becoming more dynamic, and lines of communication be­tween administration and staff are being strengthened9
T 9 % b i d . , p .  96




Geographically situated in the Bovj River Valley of 
the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rocky Mountains (Figure 
9), the regional climate is greatly affected by the prevail­
ing westerly winds dropping in altitude from the mountains 
to the prairie. The wind blows continually and varies 
greatly in velocity.
The town (Figure 10), lying between a major metro­
politan area (Calgary) and a major resort area (Banff), is 
an industrial community with a population of approximately 
Ô00 and is, in the main, a payroll town. The major employer 
and taxpayer is the Canada Cement Company which employs most 
of the heads of families resident in the town. Most other 
employers in the town also depend upon the cement plant 
either directly, by contract arrangements, or indirectly by 
a dependence upon the people who work at the plant, for their 
clientele.
The community is quite highly organized. It sup­
ports a powerful union, a branch of the Canadian Legion,
-hree cnurches, and curling, bowling, hockey and ski clubs. 
All of these organizations maintain their own physical
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facilities. Other organizations would include the Boy 
Scouts and Cubs, Girl Guides and Brownies, church youth 
groups, a pre-school organization, and a teen club. The 
major social centers are the school gymnasium, the Athletic 
Club and the Canadian Legion.
II. THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Exshaw is an independent school district, and its 
boundaries are coterminous with that of the town. However, 
the school receives children from surrounding areas by bus. 
Two of the centers, two miles on either side of Exshaw, are 
small mills whose employees consider themselves to be a part 
of the Exshaw community. A third center (Seebe) is a small 
community of technical people who operate and maintain the 
main control center for most of Alberta’s hydroelectric 
power. A fourth area includes people from a forest experi­
mental station and ranches in a wilderness area. The fifth 
major area is a large Indian reservation. Of these areas, 
all of which are independent school districts, two maintain 
schools : Seebe, a one-room, grades 1-6 school; and Morley,
a Federal government Indian school, grades 1-Ô.
Each of the areas have separate boards of education 
and each has a contract arrangement with the Exshaw School 
Board to accept their students. Therefore, none of the 
people in these other areas have a direct vote in the
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election of trustees to the Exshaw School Board even though 
their children attend the school.
However, a similar situation arises with the Exshaw 
people since all high school students (grades 10-12) are 
bussed to the high school in Banff, some twenty-five miles 
distant.
Therefore, the actual school community for the 
Exshaw school far exceeds the physical boundaries of the 
town itself, and even though people from the surrounding 
area do not have a direct voice in local school matters, 
their views and opinions must be taken into consideration.
III. PRESENT SCHOOL SITUATION
The Exshaw school population is approximately 230 
students spread throughout nine grades. There are also ?0 
students who attend high school in Banff and approximately 
160 of pre-school age. In the town, there are two schools 
on separate sites— the primary school (School #1) containing 
four classrooms, and the elementary-junior high school 
(School #2) of five classrooms.
IV. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
School #1
This building is a one-level and full basement box 
tvoe structure constructed of solid concrete and is
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approximately forty-five years old. The main floor (Figure 
11) consists of four classrooms and a small staff room; the 
basement (Figure 13) contains boys and girls washrooms and 
four larger rooms, two of which are used for playrooms, one 
for a workshop, and one for a storage room.
The heating and plumbing systems are antiquated and 
are a continual source of difficulty. The piping for the 
plumbing is buried in the concrete floors and a plan of pipe 
locations is no longer available. The furnace is old and 
inefficient and all hot air ducts are located near the 
ceilings of the classrooms, presenting circulation problems. 
The indoor play area is small for the number of students, 
and the outdoor play area is inadequate and very rocky.
However, in preparation for the new program, both 
the main floor and basement areas were rearranged slightly 
in an attempt to improve teaching and learning facilities 
in the building. On the main floor (Figure 12), the area 
previously used as a combination office, staff room, stor­
age room and staff work area was converted to a primary edu­
cational materials center. The lockers were moved from the 
north hall to the basement’s north hallway and the enlarged 
main hallway converted to an auxiliary library and free work 
area.
In the basement storage area, Room B (Figure 13) was 
cleared and oartitioned to include three major sections : a
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health and first aid room, a staff work area and a staff 
lounge (Figure 14). The old storage area Room A (Figure 
1 3 ) was rearranged to include maintenance equipment and 
storage of maintenance materials.
School
School § 2  (Figures 15 and 16) is a one-level struc­
ture of the traditional box type built on a concrete slab; 
it is ten years old. The building contains four traditional 
classrooms, a science-classroom, an auditorium-gymnasium 
(including boys and girls washrooms and changerooms) and 
several smaller sized rooms. The smaller rooms are being 
used as follows: a library, a staff room, a general office
and teacher workroom, and principal^s office. In addition, 
there are several smaller utility and service rooms: a
stock room, furnace room, caretaker’s room, and storage 
closets,
This school is located on a seven acre site. Two 
other facilities on this site should also be mentioned: a
large multi-purpose asphalt slab (8 5 ’ x 1Ô5M  and an oval 
one-eighth mile track.
V. ADMINISTRATION
Both schools are under the administration of one 
principal. There is an assistant principal resident in and
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responsible for each of the respective buildings. The two 
buildings are connected by a central communications system.
Prior to September, 1968, building housed grades 
one to four, and building § 2 ^  grades five to nine. Grades 
five and six were partially departmentalized and grades 
seven to nine were completely departmentalized.
However, in September, 1968, the primary and ele­
mentary sections moved to a system of continuous progress 
through levels. Under this system, the previous six grades 
were replaced with a tentative system of eighteen (plus) 
levels.




The first and most essential phase was recognition 
of certain perplexing and irritating problems that were con­
nected with the graded structure. Although the staff ex­
pressed concern over many areas of the system, the major 
problem pertained to the yearly promotion-non-promotion 
aspect of the graded structure. It seemed that several 
teachers had students who did not "fit" the graded pattern 
and were either far advanced or far behind the "average" 
for their particular grade. Concern was also expressed 
over certain students who did not "fit" in relation to sub­
ject matter. Some of these students exhibited a tendency 
to be able to cope with material far beyond the "average" 
for a grade in one subject while just keeping up in other 
subjects. Others exhibited the ability to maintain an 
average level in most of their class subjects but were far 
behind in one or two areas.
It was agreed that all staff members would attempt 
to investigate the possibilities for change, and a series of 
staff meetings was set up. These meetings were held during 
school time, for two hours, one afternoon a month.
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One of the final outcomes of these meetings was a 
staff policy adoption of a basic philosophy to serve as a 
guideline for the type of program that they desired.
As a result of the investigation, it was agreed that 
the concept of the non-graded school as described by Goodlad 
and Anderson in The Nongraded Elementary School  ̂ would be 
an acceptable basis for a start in the formulation of a con­
tinuous progress plan. From this point the staff went on to 
list a set of basic aims and objectives that they considered 
pertinent to the local situation. However, since a discussion 
of this has previously been considered in Chapter VI it will 
not be necessary to dwell on it further at this time.
II. SCHOOL BOARD POLICY
The next step was to present the basic idea to the 
board for study and consideration. A program was prepared 
and the material presented at a special board meeting. The 
board then considered the points that were presented by the 
staff, approved of the basic philosophy, and directed the 
administration to proceed with the investigation and prepara­
tion of a plan suited to the local situation. The board 
favored implementation of the plan at the discretion of 
the administration, but wanted to be kept informed, at
 ̂J . I. Goodlad and R. H. Anderson, 0 2. cit
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regular intervals, of the progress that was being made.
III. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
The principal and two assistant principals then 
held a series of meetings to explore the possibilities of 
investigating other non-graded systems now in operation.
The three main school systems explored were Edmonton, Cal­
gary, and Medicine Hat.
Letters were written, materials gathered, and inter­
views set up with personnel in each of these systems. It 
was extremely encouraging for the staff and administration 
to see the keen interest and gracious assistance afforded 
by these large school systems. Personnel from all systems 
were enthusiastic about the possibilities of their respective 
continuous progress programs; however, they were also realis­
tic in their appraisal of the successes, failures, and prob­
lems involved in the system,
IV. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
In connection with further investigation, a ques­
tionnaire was sent to the parents of all students. This 
questionnaire inquired as to the parents* opinion regarding 
what they considered to be important in the education of 
+ heir children. Even though the questionnaire was labeled 
"Aims and Objectives of Education," it was hoped that the
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staff could obtain some idea as to the community's recep­
tiveness to a more individualized type of instruction.
However, it is not the purpose of this paper to 
elaborate on the preparation, production, administration, 
and analysis of the particular instrument of investigation. 
It will merely suffice to say that although the results 
were rather difficult to determine, there were several 
indications that seemed to place a very high emphasis on 
more individual responsibility and initiative.
After consideration of the local concept of educa­
tion, the staff recommended that a definite program should 
be instituted to keep the community informed on the develop­
ment of the new program. It was agreed that the community 
could be informed briefly and simply, by letter, as to the 
objectives of the proposed program and that a general commu­
nity meeting would be held as soon as the staff felt that 
the program was sufficiently structured so as to enable 
adequate explanation to the public.




The following outline briefly indicates the general 
nature of the continuous progress plan. It will probably 
undergo many modifications as teachers work with it and 
develop improvements.
It should be emphasized at the beginning of this 
section that even though a level system of vertical organi­
zation and a grouping system of horizontal organization are 
used in the structuring of this system, the plan i_s only 
intended to be guide. All staff members have stated that 
they will endeavor to facilitate continuous progress and 
individualized instruction practices to their utmost ability.
The work of the six elementary grades is divided 
into eighteen levels or three levels per grade (Figure 17). 
This level division of work applies chiefly to the Language
1 11 111 IV V VI
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 +
17. General level sketch.
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Arts area, specifically reading, and in the later part of 
the program the Mathematics-Science areas. A local curricu­
lum guide indicates the content and suggested limits of each 
level.
The first year in school is an observation and screen­
ing period. While the first year teacher proceeds with the 
instruction program, the pupils are carefully studied to 
determine their abilities and what rates of progress will 
be best for them in succeeding years.
The teachers ̂ observations and decisions are sup­
ported by intelligence tests given during the year, achieve­
ment tests in reading given at various points throughout the 
year, and a standardized achievement test. In the final 
screening of classification of pupils for the next year, 
age, health, and emotional maturity are also considered,
II. ON THE BASIS OF CAREFUL SCREENING
The pupils are divided into three groups or classi­
fications: a faster moving group, an average group, and
a slower moving group. It is hoped that each group will 
travel at a pace to challenge, but not to frustrate.
In a school year it is likely that:
The faster moving 
group completes 
4 levels.
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Figure 18. A general sketch of three levels of vertical movement.
Thus the superior pupils should complete the six 
years work in five years without "skipping.” The average 
group will take the regular six years. Some pupils may take 
a year or more longer, but they will not have to "fail" or 
"repeat" a year.
An overall general picture of the plan is depicted 
in Figure 19. This figure shows the three main groupings ; 
however, what is not shown is the fact that there will also 
be vertical movement as well as horizontal in relation to 
program progression. In other words, since progress is 
individual and continuous, a pupil will be able to move 
within the range of the five, six, and seven year pro­
gram.
A comparison of three students’ rates of progress 
might serve as an example at this point. For the sake of 
similarity of comparison, all three of these students will
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be considered to have come from similar backgrounds; how­
ever, these students exhibit differences in their ability 
to handle academic work.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IB +
> ) > >
Figure 20. Example one : vertical advancement of a faster
achieving student.
Example one (Figure 20), a very academically inclined 
student begins his second year by starting level 4, pro­
gresses through level 5, and is finished with level 6 by 
April. He then begins level 7 and works on this until 
June, In September, his third year in school, he starts 
off with level S  work and continues through levels 9, 10, 
and 11 by the end of June, He then goes on in his next year 
(fourth year) to complete levels 12, 13» 14, and 15. The 
following year (his fifth year) he completes levels 1 6 , 17, 
IB, and goes on into IB plus, a special and highly individ­
ualized program.
Example two (Figure 21), had a very slow start in 
his first year and did not complete level three. He begins
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September of his second year in school in level 3 and works 
his way through levels 4, 5, and half of level 6.
4 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
>
Figure 21. Example two: vertical advancement of an average
slow starter.
The next year (his third) he completes level 6 and 
moves through levels 7, 8, and 9. In September (his fourth 
year) he starts in level 10 and completes level 12 by June. 
In the following two years he completes three levels per 
year, completing the elementary program in six years. This 
example points out that even though this student was a slow 
starter, he did hit a spurt in his third year and was able 
to move to a different pattern completing in six years
instead of five.
Example three (Figure 22) experiences considerable 
difficulty in his first year and completes only two levels. 
From this time on he only is able to complete two and a half 
levels a year. At the end of seven years in the elementary
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school program he is at the end of level 17, has not failed 
a "grade," and has completed most of the elementary school 
program. In all probability this student would then begin 
the junior high school program.
4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
-N
y f
Figure 22, Example three: vertical advancement of a stu­
dent experiencing academic difficulty.
It should be emphasized that throughout the entire 
program the key must be flexibility.
III A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The general working plan which follows this section 
is an outline based on a conceptual framework devised by the 
staff to enable the systematic construction of a continuous 
progress program. The theoretical framework, depicted in 
Figure 23, indicates the two main levels of school organiza­
tion and the dimensions that were selected for consideration 
in each. From this schema a continuous progress program
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1, Vertical organization: A system for moving 
students upward or vertically from entry 
to departure from school.
Three main considerations:
1 . Number of placement decisions in a 
year.
2. The rate of a student’s progress.
3. The curriculum content (material to be covered).
2. Horizontal organization: A system for 
dividing students into instructional 
groups and allocating them to teachers.
Three main considerations:
1 . Organization of curriculum.
2, Organization of students.
3, Organization of teachers.
Figure 23, Conceptual framework: two main areas
of school organization.
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of school organization suited to the staff’s concept of 
current conditions in the school and community was devised.
Vertical Organization
Placement decisions
1. Major placement decisions to be made three times 
a year :
a . end of December
b. end of March
c. end of June
2. The average group of students should be able to 
cover three levels per school year,
3. Minor placement decisions to be made at the end 
of each month (or each subject unit).
Rate of progress
1 . Will be varied according to the capabilities of 
the individual student,
2, Slower students should cover two levels in a 
school year; average students, three levels; 
fast students, four levels. However, many stu­
dents will cover partial levels as well and in 
no case will a student progress at a rate faster 
than faur levels per year,
3, At the beginning of the September term, a student
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will continue from the point he or she left off 
the previous June,
Curriculum content
1. The content will be arranged according to 
major subject areas, e.g., Language Arts.
2. Each subject area will consist of the more im­
portant component subjects that are considered 
to be important to the understanding of the 
major area, e.g.. Phonics in the Language Arts 
program.
3. Each specific subject will be divided into three 
major levels which would comprise a year’s work 
at average progress.
4. Division I (Primary) would consist of nine levels 
of curriculum content progress, and Division II 
(Intermediate), another nine levels. Therefore, 
the entire elementary program for each subject 
would consist of eighteen major levels of work.
Method of Assessment
Figure 24 is an example showing the method that will 
be employed in attempting to assess the students’ 
progress vertically. No percentage marks will be 
used--only a line to show where the student stands 
in relation to the program.
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Horizontal Organization
Curriculum organization
1 , The program will vary according to content level 
and will vary in the use of:
a. individual subject areas (specific sub­
jects ).
b . combined subject areas.
c . major problem areas, as the need is deter­
mined by the individual teacher.
2, A horizontal enrichment program will be set up 
in each major subject at the end of every level 
to provide for horizontal development of a stu­
dent who is not ready to progress to the next 
level due to a deficiency in one of the major 
areas. This will enable the student to improve 
in the deficient area while carrying on with a 
new parallel program in the other areas and not 
having to repeat material when progressing to 
the new level.
3, At the end of level eighteen, an additional pro­
gram of study will be set up for students who 
complete the eighteen levels in less than five 
years, or for students who have only a portion 
of the eighteenth level to complete in their
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fifth or sixth year.
Student organization
1. This will be, to the greatest extent possible, 
on an individual basis.
2. Room groupings will be heterogeneous (due to the 
size of the school), although there will be some 
provision made for inter-room movement of stu­
dents for grouping purposes in certain subject 
areas,
3. Subject grouping will be at the discretion of 
the individual teacher and may be either homo­
geneous or heterogeneous.
Teacher organization
1 , This will be, for the most part, on an individual 
teacher basis, although some departmentalization 
may take place in the upper levels.
2 , There will be some degree of flexibility to allow 
for programs that may involve team teaching.
Placement Decisions
Ma.1 or placement assessments
Major placement assessments (decisions) will be made 
three times during a school year, segmenting the 
school year into three terms or sessions (Figure 25)
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Figure 25» Approximate time split for level promo
tion.
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1. During the first term (September to December) 
the first two or three weeks will be used as an 
orientation period for teachers to familiarize 
themselves with their incoming group of students 
This period of time will enable new teachers to 
acquaint themselves with the continuous progress 
program and with the pupils that they have been 
assigned. It will also afford returning staff 
members with a similar opportunity as well as to 
provide a time for a re-evaluation, reorganiza­
tion, and setting of the program for the coming 
term. These first two or three weeks will also 
provide time necessary for re-testing and re- 
evaluation of new and returning students. Fol­
lowing the orientation and testing period, comes 
the fall session which will consist of approxi­
mately twelve weeks and which ends with the 
Christmas vacation.
2. The second term or winter session (January 
through March) consists of approximately eleven 
weeks,
3. The third term or spring session (April through 
June) consists of approximately eleven weeks.
4. Therefore, the major placement decisions will 
take place at the end of the December, March,




Minor placement decisions may take place at any time 
during the sessions and will generally be related to 
achievement in the various subject areas.
Placement decision times
Placement decision times are an administrative de­
vice setting down set times when teachers must take 
time to sit down and actually attempt to evaluate 
what each student is doing. These placement deci­
sions times are not meant to be times of promotion- 
non-promotion, In fact, the student need not even 
be aware of the evaluation. It must also be empha­
sized that these major assessments should not be 
looked upon in the light of the traditional graded 
report card. They are only meant to be times of 
mental assessment of students’ progress by the 
teachers and a bringing up to date of the pupils’ 
cumulative record card.
Parent-teacher interviews
The major assessment times are to be followed by 
parent-teacher interviews. The mental assessment 
that preceded will most likely be of great value to
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the teacher when discussing the child’s progress 
with the parent.
Again, it must be emphasized that the degree of flexi­
bility exhibited will depend entirely on the individual 
teacher’s own personal attitude toward continuous progress.
If the teacher does not adapt his or her teaching methods to 
the general concept of flexibility, individualized instruc­
tion, and continuous progress, then nothing will really have 
changed and the program will be ”non-graded” in name only. 
However, it is hoped that the teacher will assume the respon­
sibility and offer as flexible a program as possible.
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CHAPTER XI 
STAFF MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS
I . PLANNING PHASE
So as to dispel any notion that staff initiation of 
this project was based on a snap decision or a whim, it 
should be noted that a discussion and investigation period 
of approximately three years elapsed before any concrete 
action actually took place. Originally, the administration 
had discussed a plan of action to institute a type of contin­
uous progress in the school. However, it was abandoned in 
favor of a program designed to entice the interest, whet the 
professional appetite, and stimulate the teacher’s curiosity 
for knowledge. The administration assumed the view that if 
the teachers who were to enact the program were not ready to 
modify their attitudes and behavior patterns in the direction 
of a new program then the program would have very little 
chance of success. On the other hand, if the program were 
teacher initiated, developed, and enacted, with the adminis­
tration offering advice and coordination information, then 
the program should have a greater probability of success.
 ̂Desmond L, Cook, "The Hawthorne Effect in Educa­
tional Research," School Organization: Theory and Practice,
editer" by Marion Pope Franklin (Chicago: Rand McNally,
1967), pp. 7-19.
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The administration assumed the view that if conditions were 
favorable and the dissemination of information to staff 
proved to be successful then a new program would evolve. 
Conversely, the alternative view also had to be considered, 
that is, under this type of arrangement a new program might 
never evolve. However, an optimistic attitude prevailed and 
was encouraged by a slow but steadily increasing interest on 
the part of the staff toward a program devised on the basis 
of increased individualization.
Administrative devices relating to the dissemination 
of information involved guest speakers at staff meetings, 
reprinted articles from magazines, discussion of pertinent 
audio-visual materials, appropriately placed and conveniently 
opened magazine articles on currently operating programs of 
non-grading and continuous progress, staff members giving 
book reviews to general staff meetings on a text specializing 
in continuous progress, teachers visiting continuous pro­
gress organizational meetings in a nearby city and reporting 
to staff, and many other subtle devices of social persuasion. 
However, whatever the methods used to whet their interest, 
it was the teachers who recommended the change from the 
graded structure to a type of non-graded structure, after 
a period of approximately three years. Moreover, once the 
teachers had committed themselves to a period of change 
and the construction of a new program, it was only a short
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time until the operational machinery was established.
A discussion of this phase of the program has pre­
viously been discussed in Chapter IX and will not be repeated 
at this time.
II. FIRST WORKSHOP
In their consideration of the plan, the staff recom­
mended that a two-day workshop be conducted so that teachers 
could consider the curriculum content in relation to the pro­
posed plan. All the staff agreed to a Friday-Saturday work­
shop and the School Board approved this venture.
On the Friday of the workshop the teachers arrived 
loaded with materials, ideas, and a certain degree of reser­
vation regarding the hard factuality of the implementation 
of the program. However, as the day went on and the inter­
action between teachers increased, the enthusiasm grew by 
leaps and bounds. This statement is perhaps best exempli­
fied by the fact that many staff members returned that 
evening and worked well into the night. Even with the late 
night work all were on hand well before nine o*clock on 
Saturday morning and worked through the day. Many also felt 
that more time was needed and so returned to continue their 
endeavor on Sunday.
At the conclusion of the workshop, staff members 
ac^reed on six rather general outcomes resulting from their
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participation in this experience.
1 . It greatly assisted teachers in taking a look 
at and gaining insight into the new program,
2. It promoted staff solidarity through extensive 
work and cooperation on a common problem.
3. It afforded the classroom teacher with the 
opportunity of experiencing the difficulties 
involved in actually coming to grips with a 
very real problem in curriculum development.
4. It afforded the teacher an opportunity to re­
evaluate and re-assess his or her own personal 
reasons for presenting the curriculum in the 
particular manner in which they did.
5. It gave teachers an opportunity to exchange 
ideas on methodology and practice.
6. It gave teachers an opportunity for professional 
discussion on the way in which they planned to 
approach the new program.
All staff members stated that they felt the work­
shop was extremely beneficial to them personally and would 
welcome the opportunity to share in another such experi­
ence .
III. PRE-OPERATIONAL MEETINGS
A series of four short meetings were held in May and
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June of 1968 so that the organization of curriculum guides 
could be articulated. During these meetings teachers and 
administrators worked together in an attempt to have a 
tentative program organized for the opening of school in 
September. Two other staff meetings were also held in 
which teachers attempted to evaluate where students might 
be placed in relation to the new program for the coming 
September,
In addition to the above meetings, the administra­
tive staff also had several meetings to consider problems 
in programming and scheduling caused by the institution of 
the new program,
IV, PRE-SCHOOL INFORMATION
Prior to school opening all teachers were sup­
plied with printed copies of the new program and of the 
curriculum guide as prepared the previous June, Staff 
members were urged to study these materials before school 
opened.
V. OPENING DAY MEETING
A one-half day meeting was held on the afternoon of 
the first school day in September. At this time staff mem­
bers discussed problems in programming and level organiza­
tion, A discussion was also held on the basic philosophy of
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the program and the staff, including new members, were 
unanimous in their support for the new program.
There was a general recognition that there would be 
many problems in connection with the program and it was 
decided that these should be handled at such time as they 
might arise rather than attempting hypothetical solutions 
at the present time. All agreed that flexibility must be 
the keynote in dealing with emerging problems, and the 
administration assured the teachers that this attitude would 
be supported.
VI. OPERATIONAL MEETINGS
A number of meetings occurred throughout the course 
of the 1 9 6 6 -6 9 school term that were directly related to the 
operation of the continuous progress program. The following 
is a brief listing of those meetings and the relevant points 
of concern to the operation of the program.
September
Due to the disproportionate number of students in 
some levels, a meeting had to be called to discuss the best 
means of reallocating these students according to the teacher 
resources available. The allocation of levels was adjusted 
slightly so that all teachers had approximately the same 
number of students and so that the number of levels to be
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handled would not prove to be overburdening,
October
A meeting was held to discuss the amount of material 
to be covered in the various subject areas. Some of the 
staff had found the number of subject areas to be taught and 
the amount of time available in a day were not compatible.
It was decided that the teachers could cut down on subject 
area time load at their own discretion, but there was still 
to be a strong emphasis on the Language Arts areas.
November
The primary teachers requested a meeting to discuss 
the steadily increasing work load. Most teachers were find­
ing that the preparation and marking time were becoming un­
bearable, It was noted by the administration that these 
teachers were now working approximately a twelve- to four- 
teen-hour day and still felt that they were not able to 
satisfactorily carry out the aims of the program. The ad- 
ministration suggested that the Board could be approached to 
consider the possibility of securing a teacher aide to give 
assistance to each teacher,
November
A meeting was held with the School Board to consider 
the possibility of initiating a Teacher Aide Program, The
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present feelings of the teachers in regard to the work load 
created by the new program as well as the administration’s 
recommendation that this measure was necessary for the con- 
tinuance of the operation of the new program were submitted 
to the Board, The Board stated that they favored the con­
tinuation of the new program and would not like to see it 
suffer any setbacks in its first year of operation. However, 
due to the lack of available funds at the end of the year 
and the lack of time to study the administration’s proposal, 
the matter was tabled until the December meeting,
December
A meeting was held to discuss the movement of stu­
dents between rooms and buildings at the end of the first 
level of time, It was decided that the time for the end of 
the first level’s work would be extended until the middle 
of January and those students involved would move at that 
time,
December
At the regular School Board meeting^ the Teacher 
Aide Program was again brought forward. The Board stated 
that they favored such a move but due to a lack of funds 
could not begin the program until January, the beginning of 
a new financial year. Furthermore, the Board requested that 
' he urogram be placed on an experimental basis and that they
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be regularly kept informed as to the progress and utility of 
the Teacher Aide Program.
January, 1969
A meeting was held to consider the method of report­
ing student progress. A new form of reporting was requested 
resulting in a delay of the reporting period until the end of 
the month.
February
The staff requested a special meeting where teachers 
(especially those new to the staff) could consider informa­
tion pertinent to the construction and implementation of 
non-graded programs,
March
At the March regular monthly meeting the Board was 
asked to grant permission for a one-half day workshop for 
the purpose of re-orientation of the staff to the non-graded 
concept. The Board granted this request.
Other meetings were held with and between individual 
teachers; however, these were on a very informal basis and 
usually pertained to some specific problem occuring at that 
particular time in relation to a specific teacher, class, or 
individual student. These meetings were not recorded, but 
it IS honed that any of the problems that were felt to be
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really significant by the teachers will be listed in the 
final evaluation.
VII. SECOND WORKSHOP (MARCH I9 6 9}
This workshop was organized at the request of the 
staffj who expressed a desire for a meeting to discuss 
various aspects of the new program that were presenting 
problems. The administration considered this to be a good 
opportunity to enhance the lines of communication between 
staff members while affording the teachers with the oppor­
tunity for self-evaluation and assistance in regard to their 
own programs. The School Board approved the administration^s 
request to hold this workshop during school time, and an 
afternoon session was planned.
The session began with a general review of the 
"Exshaw Continuous Progress Plan for the Elementary School 
1968"^ and the "Exshaw Continuous Progress Plan Curriculum 
G u i d e . T h e  major point emphasized was the necessity of 
individualizing the program to the greatest extent possible 
and attempt to modify the program in accord with the needs
^Ao F. McLean, "Exshaw Continuous Progress Plan for 
the Elementary School" (Exshaw, Alberta : Exshaw School 
District #1699» I960), spirit duplicated.
-'A. F. McLean and R. J. Derrick, editors, "The 
Exshaw Continuous Progress Plan Curriculum Guide" (Exshaw, 
Alberta: Exshaw School District #1699, 1968), spirit
duDliGated.
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of each student.
A general discussion followed in which the staff 
raised questions regarding the following problem areas:
1 . Adaptation of the program for superior students,
2. Problems experienced in handling more than three 
reading groups at any one time.
3. Difficulties in covering the course work des­
cribed in the curriculum guide, particularly 
in the subject area of mathematics.
4» Indecision regarding priorities in subject areas.
5« The degree of effectiveness of the present sys­
tem of reporting student progress to parents,
6. Special problems pertaining to the teaching and 
evaluating of progress of Indian children.
During the discussion of the above points, the staff 
generally agreed on the following suggestions:
1 . Superior students should be given as much free­
dom as possible to expand their potentials. However, great 
care should be exercised so that the superior student obtains 
a good foundation in all subject areas and does not excell 
in any one area at the expense of other areas of academic
endeavor. Most agreed that since these children were
capable of working on their own a great deal, additional 
programs and materials should be provided upon which they 
could proceed with a limited amount of supervision. Great
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care should be exercised, however, so that these children 
are not segregated from their social group, receive less 
teacher interest and attention, or specialize in one subject 
area to the exclusion of others.
The administration stated that they would attempt to 
provide teachers with all instructional materials requested 
so that greater flexibility in work materials would be 
feasible.
2. Some of the teachers expressed concern over the 
problem of handling more than three reading groups at any 
one time. It was suggested that the individual reading pro­
gram could be extended by the use of the SRA reading labs 
provided in each classroom and supplementary material from 
the instructional aids files. Another teacher suggested 
having the reading for the individual levels at different 
times during the day. While those in other levels are work­
ing on a different subject, one particular reading level 
could be divided into various groupings for reading instruc­
tion. In this way a teacher could handle more reading 
groups such as the maximum three groups of three (nine 
reading groups) or whatever arrangement they preferred to 
use. Again, teachers requested increased use of instruc­
tional materials and the administration stated that all 
requests for reading materials would be filled,
3, Some teachers expressed concern over their
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inability to cover the bulk of the material in some of the 
courses, particularly mathematics. The principal stated that 
the curriculum guide was only meant to be a "guide" and not 
a course of studies. It would be left to the teachers to 
select the pertinent material that would be necessary for 
the child to understand the basic concepts and to omit any 
material that they felt might be repetitious. However, the 
mathematics teacher (upper elementary and junior high) 
agreed to meet with the primary teachers for the purpose 
of determining priorities in the new mathematics program.
4. It was the consensus of opinion that the most 
important area of concentration in the elementary school, 
and in particular the primary school, is the language arts 
program. Although the progress of the students was not to 
be based entirely upon this one area the teachers stressed 
the importance of placing a high priority on language arts. 
Other areas mentioned included priority in regard to crea­
tive and reasoning activities.
5. A great deal of discussion took place regarding 
the effectiveness of the present reporting system. Although 
the parent-teacher interviews seemed to be well received, 
the report card was deemed to be inadequate in communicating 
the child’s progress to the parent. After much discussion, 
it was decided to add a personal letter type of report to 
supplement the present graph type report card form. With
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this letter form the teacher would be able to open another 
avenue of communication with the parents,
6, Special problems pertaining to the evaluating 
and placing of Indian children proved to be rather difficult 
to solve. It was agreed that since the Indian children 
presented special problems in the area of language special 
consideration must be given to placing these children in 
social groups where they will be able to achieve some degree 
of satisfaction in learning rather than frustration in the 
attempt. This would probably mean a wider spread of inter­
age grouping for Indian children than for non-Indian chil­
dren,
VIII. THIRD WORKSHOP {MAY 1969)
This workshop, now considered to be a necessary annual 
event, was held mainly for the purpose of consideration and 
revision of the curriculum guide.However, two other areas 
of consideration were also deemed important enough to be 
incorporated into this workshop: a general discussion of
the program and related problems, and an evaluation of the 
program to date. As in the 1968 workshop, two days were 
considered necessary to complete the amount of work that had 
to be done; again, the Board and teachers both approved a
^Ibid.
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Friday and Saturday workshop.
The main project of the workshop was to examine, 
evaluate, and redesign the curriculum guide on the basis 
of one year of actual operation of the program. It must be 
remembered that at the time the original draft of the guide 
was prepared, it was based on the teacher * s untested concept 
of how the program "might" operate. Now the teachers were 
able to evaluate on the basis of how it "did" operate. This 
single factor, that of the actual experience of carrying 
out the operation, seemed to establish a different kind of 
atmosphere in the workshops than had prevailed in the ori­
ginal workshop. The teachers generally seemed much more 
confident about what they were doing and how to go about 
setting it up; there seemed to be a definite and direct 
direction of purpose. Where the teachers of the original 
workshop seemed to flounder in confusion many times, they 
now appeared quite confident in what they were doing. As a 
result the revision and updating of the curriculum guide 
took much less time than expected, leaving more time for 
inter-teacher discussion on various aspects of common inter­
est in the program.
The second area of consideration, that of a dis­
cussion of general problem areas, was discussed on an informal 
basis between the teachers during rather extended and fre­
quent coffee breaks. The staff felt that they would like to
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have the opportunity to discuss these problems on a close 
and more personal communitive basis with their colleagues 
than would take place in meeting form. They felt that each 
person could then express those things that he, or she, felt 
to be of concern to the program in the evaluation session.
The third area of consideration in the workshop was 
that of an evaluation of the program to date. During this 
time, a questionnaire was presented to the teachers to fill 
out according to their own feelings and opinions. The 
preparation, operation, and results of this device will not 
be discussed further at this time since it is explained in 
depth in Chapter XVI.
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CHAPTER XII 
TEACHER AIDE PROGRAM
I. SPECIAL STAFF MEETING
Near the end of October, the staff of the primary 
school requested a meeting with the principal. All teachers 
were deeply concerned with the problem of not having enough 
hours in the day to adequately perform all of their teach­
ing duties. Now that instruction was individualized to a 
greater extent, the planning and preparation became much more 
time consuming and as a result there was little time left 
for checking student work and preparing instructional 
materials.
As a result, the principal suggested that the School 
Board could be approached regarding the possibility of 
securing a teacher aide to assist teachers in the primary 
rooms. The teachers agreed that para-professional assis­
tance might relieve a substantial portion of the tension 
and requested that the principal follow up this course of 
action,
II. SCHOOL BOARD MEETINGS
November
The plight of the teachers and the dangerous situation
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that an overload of work would present to the new program 
were presented to the Board. Although the Board sympathized 
with the situation they could not act at this time due to 
the lack of funds. However, the matter was left open for 
consideration at the next regular meeting.^
December
At this meeting the administration presented a strong 
case for the securing of a teacher aide to assist in the 
primary division. The administration based its presenta­
tion on four main areas of consideration. First and fore­
most-/was the value of the new program which the Board had 
unanimously endorsed. It was explained that the new program 
would probably suffer if some relief could not be gained for 
the teaching staff. Second was the Board's stated opinion 
that they have an excellent staff of hard-working and enthu­
siastic t e a c h e r s T h e  administration pointed out that 
tired and discouraged teachers seldom stay enthusiastic.
Third was the necessity of securing some relief for the 
Assistant Principal at the primary school. The Board
^Minutes of the regular monthly meeting of the 
Exshaw School Board, November 24» 1968,
^Minutes of the regular monthly meeting of the 
Exshaw School Board, December 10, I960,
3lbid,
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considered this person to be of excellent calibre and doing 
an excellent job.^ The fact was mentioned that the Assis­
tant Principal at the Primary school had very little time 
for administrative duties due to teaching responsibilities 
at the primary level, the formulation of the new primary 
school library facilities, and the lack of teaching special­
ists in the small school system. The fourth point dealt 
with the fact that teaching aides are becoming more common 
and several larger school districts in the area have se­
cured such servicesTherefore, the Board would not be 
under pressure from their provincial association for "break­
ing ice" in this matter.
A list of possible duties compiled by the primary 
teachers was then p r e s e n t e d I t  was suggested that a 
teacher aide might perform the following duties:
1. The checking of workbooks, exercise books and 
work sheets.
2. The marking of tests.
3. Assisting in the preparation of art materials.
^Minutes of the regular monthly meeting of the 
Exshaw School Board held on November 24» 1968,
^Stated by M. W, S, KorekSuperintendent of Schools, 
Calgary, Calgary Unorganized District, October 23, 1968,
^Minutes of the regular monthly meeting of the Ex­
shaw School Board held on December 10, 1968.
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4» Duplicating, punching holes in papers, preparing 
and stapling booklets,
5. Lunch supervision.
6. Assisting the teacher in the room by listening 
to oral reading, helping to prepare enterprises, 
assisting in individual and group work,
7. Assisting in the setting up and maintaining of
the primary library.
Working with children in routine library matters 
such as stamping out books, checking cards, 
filing, etc.
9. Repairing of text and library books.
10. Assistance in drill exercises in arithmetic and
reading,
11. Assistance in art classes.
12. Helping with boots and coats for the younger 
group.
The Board approved the project on the basis of an 
experimental project to extend from January 1969 until June 
1969 and to be evaluated by the principal at that time,7
III, INSTITUTION OF PROGRAM
The Teacher Aide Program came into operation on
7Ibid.
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January 15» 1969® It was decided that each teacher would 
have the services of the teacher aide on the basis of one- 
fifth of the available teacher aide time and the Assistant 
Principal, two-fifths. The teachers would be completely 
free to use the aide in any capacity they wished so long 
as this did not involve the aide in the actual operation of 
teaching, which is the area of responsibility of the teacher. 
All tasks closest to the instructioned tasks would continue 
as the teachers ̂ domain. The more residual tasks, especially 
the clerical and administrative, could be allocated to the 
aide.
To establish a guide line that would delineate 







supervising halls and playground




^David Friesen, "The Functions of a Teacher and His 
Aide," The C.S.A. Bulletin, pp. 6-7®











acting as resource person counselling
acting as group leader 
It is apparent that as one moves from the adminis­
trative tasks to the instructional tasks it becomes increas­
ingly difficult for anyone but a teacher to assume the 
responsibility for their operation. The teacher equipped 
with professional competence and guided by ethical princi­
ples would act as the director of learning using these 
competencies to guide decisions relating to the allocation 
of tasks to her aide
^Ibid
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CHAPTER XIII 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
In accord vîith the philosophy of good ^school- 
community public relations’ and in line with current admin-
pistrative theory, a program was set up to interpret the 
proposed continuous progress system to the community.
It is not essential to this discussion to explain 
the theory behind the necessity for a program of community 
involvement in the new program.3 However, it may be stated 
that the degree of understanding and support that comes from 
the community will determine, to a considerable degree, the 
success or failure of a new program. This proposition is 
visualized in Figure 26.^ Therefore, community support is 
essential. This is further exemplified by Kenezevich in 
reviewing the development of education in the United States
1R. F. Campbell, John E. Corbally, Jr., and John A. 
Ramseyer, Introduction to Educational Administration (Bos­
ton: Allyn and Bacon, 1963), pp. 91-9^7
^T. Parsons, ’’Some Ingredients of a General Theory 
of Formal Organization,” Administrative Theory in Education, 
edited by A. W. Halpin (Toronto : Collier-Macmillan, 1967),
pp. 40-72.
3h „ J, Hicks, Administrative Leadership in the Ele­
mentary School (New York : Ronald Press , 195d), pp. 384-
W .  --------
^Ibid.
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after World War II. He states that:
What the public did not know about school problems 
could hurt the school system , . . and . . . that pub­
lic education had to be based on public sympathy and support for its continuance and expansion.5"
I. PRE-OPERATIONAL MEETING
For the above reasons a community public meeting was 
set up to explain the program. This meeting was scheduled 
to occur after the staff workshop, and all teachers agreed 
to attend. The meeting was well publicized at several dif­
ferent times in advance of the meeting date.
At the meeting, the principal presented the proposed 
program, which was followed by a question and answer dis­
cussion period. A coffee period was planned to follow as 
part of the evening program. This "coffee session" was 
structured on the "buzz group" system^ with each staff 
member presiding as a resource person in a g r o u p . T h e  
principal circulated from group to group.
A few days after, the staff met to consider the
5s. J. Kenezevich, Administration of Public Educa­
tion (New York: Harper and Row, 1 962 ) , p. 4-09«
^H. A. Thelen, Dynamics of Groups at Work (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 195^» PP« 201-205.
?M. C. Hunter, "Home-School Communication," The 
National Elementary Principal, XLVII, No. 2 (Nov., 1 967), 
24-30.
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results; all agreed that if those attending the meeting were 
reasonably representative of the community, then there would 
be a great deal of community support for the program.
II. FIRST YEAR OPERATIONAL MEETINGS
A number of meetings were held with the parents, both 
individually and collectively, throughout the school year.
Of these only the four parent-teacher interview days will be 
mentioned here.
The first major information program was held in 
November and was intended to contact and familiarize as 
many parents as possible with the new program. A series of 
short interviews were set up and parents were scheduled for 
a fifteen-minute session with their child's classroom 
teacher. A letter was then sent inviting parents to be 
present at an interview to be held at a certain scheduled 
time. Also enclosed was a short letter of information re­
garding continuous progress and a copy of the new report 
card. It was hoped that if parents had questions on the 
new program they would bring them up at the interview.
Those parents who could not come at the assigned time were 
re-scheduled to more mutually agreeable time.
During the interviews the teachers attempted to 
explain and clarify those aspects of the program that were 
not clear to the parent. The new report card was also
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explained and teachers attempted to emphasize that the new 
card was strictly an attempt to compare the child to his 
own ability to cope with a certain kind and amount of curri­
culum materials rather than comparing one child to another 
or to the group in general.
Following the interviews parents were invited to 
have coffee and discuss the new program in an informal group 
situation. An attempt was made to always have one staff 
member having coffee to act as an informal resource person 
in the group. However, this was not always possible due to 
the time-consuming nature of individual interviews and the 
resulting overlapping of the interview times.
In a brief subjective analysis, teachers seemed to 
agree that parents generally reflected a favorable attitude 
toward the new program, especially in regard to the emphasis 
placed on the individual and the program of individualiza­
tion of instruction. All teachers stated that they felt the 
parent-teacher interviews were definitely of value in 
attempting to dispel incorrect assumptions on the part of 
parents as well as increasing communications between the 
school and the community.
The second major parent-teacher conference session 
was held in January 19b9 upon completion of the first third 
of the school year, At this time report cards were filled 
in and sent to the parents along with a letter inviting
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them to come in for a brief consultation regarding their 
child’s particular program. Again an interview schedule 
was established and the procedures of the previous meeting 
were followed. All staff stated that they were quite pleased 
with the general attitude of the parents toward the new 
program.
The third parent-teacher conference held in April 
was patterned after the previous two interviews. There were 
few questions about the organizational nature of the program. 
Again the teachers stated that they were satisfied with the 
results of the conference.
The fourth meeting was held in June as an open 
meeting in which all parents were invited to attend. The 
principal gave a brief resume of the program and its opera­
tion to date. Following this a brief question period was 
held and then the parents were divided into eight groups 
for discussion. Each group was assigned a teacher to act 
as a resource person. Coffee was served and the discussion 
ensued. Each group was asked to prepare five questions or 
opinions regarding the program that could be presented to a
panel of teachers.
After approximately twenty minutes the total body 
was re-assembled, the principal introduced the panel and 
invited questions from the groups.
Questions from the small group discussions as well
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as those of particular individuals were discussed. Although 
there were many questions and problems probably still left 
unanswered, a considerable number of the parents expressed 
their support for school-community meetings of this sort*
In fact, many parents expressed a desire for future meet­
ings to take place the next term and to include various 
aspects of the program of particular concern to parents «
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CHAPTER XIV
REPORTING STUDENT PROGRESS
Very early in the development of the continuous 
progress program, the Exshaw staff recognized the need for 
a more adequate means of reporting pupil progress to the 
parents. They felt that an individualized program needed 
to have a specially designed instrument for reporting the 
student progress related to that program to the parents. 
Therefore, some type of report form was needed which would 
depict the child's progress throughout the vertical aspects 
of the organization, while at the same time individualizing 
to the point where the child would only be compared to 
development along the lines of his capabilities; in other 
words, as to how he was performing in terms of his capa­
bilities within the horizontal aspects of the organization. 
As within the rest of the program, articulation between and 
within these various aspects was considered to be essential 
to the formation of an efficient instrument. All teachers 
concurred that the two essential points of consideration for 
change fell within two main areas : emphasis on individual
performance in terms of the child"s own capabilities, and 
the need to adequately and efficiently inform parents as to 
the r"Ogress their child is making within the new program. 
The next step was the consideration of the actual
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form the progress report should take. The teachers urged 
that the oid form should be completely abandoned and a new 
form developed which should include the following basic 
ideas ;
1 , The form should be made as individual as
possible and only relate the student®s progress 
in terms of his own capabilities.
2o The form should be designed to show pupil pro­
gress without the use of marks^ grades 5 or per­
centages. It was suggested that a pupil profile 
might be used to depict vertical progress.
3o The degree of progress should be based on the 
professional evaluation of the childteacher 
rather than a series of tests or average of 
marks. The subjective professional evaluation 
by the child®s teacher was to be stressed and 
testing and grading of tests was to be de­
emphasized .
4 . There should be some means of identifying the 
child's performance on the horizontal level as 
to attitude, effort, work habits, interest, and 
enthusiasm in regard to his school work.
Out of this evolved a profile type of student progress 
chart 'Figure 2?) depicting in graph form the child’s level 
of progress within the entire elementary program. a section
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on student performance in regard to attitude and industry 
within the program (Figure 28), and sections regarding 
attendance (Figure 29) , teacher comments (Figure 3 0 ), and 
parent comments (Figure 31)=.
The teachers felt that this type of report form,
being radically different from the previous graded report
card 5 would serve as a tangible change agent within the
«parent community. It was felt that this form would rein­
force the reality that the elementary school program was 
now operating under a new philosophy and that there was a 
real change in the operation of a continuous progress type 
of program and the graded structure. The form would also 
serve to remind parents, by the absence of comparative 
marks, that the child was being treated as an individual 
and not merely as one of a large group.
To accommodate problems that might be encountered 
in deciphering the new progress form, the parent-teacher 
conference program was expanded from two parent-teacher 
conferences a year to one per level of time (three per 
school year). However, the program was to remain flexible 
enough to accommodate any necessary increase in this number 
for the school as a whole or for any individual teacher. In 
addition to the major conference times, teachers were encour­
aged to hold individual conferences with parents and children 
on as frequent a basis as possible. There was a general
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This is the Progress Report of 
STUDENT -  PERSONAL
1 Listens carefully
2  Follows directions
3 Exercises core in work
l e v e l s
4 W orks well by himself (herself)
5 Uses tim e wisely
6 Completes assignments
7 Works well with others
8 Takes core of materials, books, 
and equipment __  __
9 Does his/her best
10 Is truthful (usually)
11 Is obedient (usually)
12 Accepts correction
13 Takes a balanced view of 
j-us/her own work
14 Follows school rules
15 Keeps him self/herself clean
16 Is polite (usually)
17 Participates in sports and games
18 Is developing muscular co-ordin­
ation in sports and games
1:1
A  —  Very Good 
B —  Norm al Progress
C —  Below Standard 
D —  Unsatisfactory
in; u- r i  - -
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REPORT OF PROGRESS
EXSHAW SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 1699
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(Conduct, l^eraonol Growth, Work Hobits, Attitude Toword School, 
Ability to Get Along with Others)
T'̂ur'e: 33. Cn tinnnus rfss ' rt--tcarher ccrTX
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T o  riw  Porowtt
This report Is designed for the purpose of informing the parents 
of the progress the child is making in all-around development.
Pleose feel free to visit the teacher to discuss any matters re­
lating to the development of your child. Regular, punctual attend- 
once, good health and sufficient hours of sleep are necessary for 
satisfactory progress. You ore requested to encourage your child 
in the reading of good wholesome books, because extensive reading 
aids achievement.
Porent's Comments Parent's Signature
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recognition that parent-teacher conferences add considerably 
to the efficiency of reporting pupil progress by providings
1 . An opportunity for a closer working relationship 
and better understanding between the parent and 
teacher.
2o Improved communications over the written form in 
the face-to-face situationo
3o An opportunity for parents to feel that they are 
playing an integral part in their child's educa­
tion.
4. An opportunity for the teacher to place emphasis
on the total growth of the child rather than
limited areas in the report form.
5. Teachers with an opportunity to develop better
perspective in regard to the child's home en­
vironment .
Howeverj during the course of the first term of 
operation, several important inadequacies were found to 
exist in reporting student progress. Although the profile 
chart has served the purpose in regard to teacher evaluation 
of student progress and has also whet the interest of the 
parents, it was reported to be vastly inadequate in terms 
of parent understanding. Most parents felt that the idea 
of a chart for overall progress was good, but that it was
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Quits inadGqua'C© foF t-hG purposG of* tGlling PhGm how th© 
child was performing. Therefore, the teachers decided to
devise their own means of reporting pupil progress (. use 
these within their own rooms, solicit parent reaction, and 
attempt to combine the best features into a general report 
form.
In a meeting held in March, the staff decided upon 
an open response written type of form to report pupil pro­
gress (Figure 32). This form was to list the subject areas 
individually on a separate sheet and leave the page blank 
for the teacher *3 written analysis of that narticular child 
progress in each of the areas of study. Figure 33 depicts 
the page used to describe the child’s progress in reading.
On this page the teacher would describe to the parent how 
the child was performing compared to his capabilities. The 
other subject areas listed on the profile section of the 
pupil progress report form (Figure 1 7 ) were treated in the 
same manner, each to a separate page. In addition, two 
separate pages were also designated at the end, one for 
additional teacher comment and one for parent comment. All 
teachers included a note at the end encouraging parents to 
make some comment or notation in the orogress report.
In a later meeting, teachers deemed the new report 
form to be a success and made three significant suggestions 
for improvement in pupil progress reporting for the next
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term:
1 o Thiat parent education nights be held where oar - 
ents would be invited to the school to view a 
program designed to inform them as to the kinds 
of things that are going on in the school pro­
gram. In addition to a purely informational 
function, these meetings could also serve as a 
means for informing parents as to how they can 
assist their children in their education. For 
example, lectures could be given, films, film­
strips g and slides shown , discussions and buzz 
groups held, and parent education courses given.
2. A program of frequent or regular parent visita­
tion to the classrooms such as on a weekly basis. 
During such visits, the parents could see their 
child at work and look over his papers, listen 
to him read, view projects he was working on or 
actually take part in some activity that the 
child was experiencing.
In general it may be said that teachers reporting 
student progress to parents must exert great care to avoid 
the pitfalls encountered in reporting pupil progress if they 
are to provide an effective means of communication between 
’he parent and the teacher while fulfilling the basis ele- 
m-̂ nts of’ ;.ho obilcsophy of individualized instruction and 
continuous pupil p’̂ogress.
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CHAPTER XV 
EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM
Evaluation of the Exshaw Continuous Progress Plan 
Through Levels will be considered in three basic phases:
1o An analysis of the practical application of the 
staff designed conceptual framework and the 
general plan.
2. An analysis of teacher opinion as to the practi­
cality and efficiency of the program.
3 o An analysis of parent response to the urogram.
A fourth phase 5, not included in this section and 
extremely important to the evaluation of any school program 
is the opinion of the students. However, due to the young 
ages of the students involved and to the lack of an adequate 
instrument of measurement no questionnaire was administered 
to this group. The only evaluative criteria that may be used 
in this case must be derived from the responses of the 
teachers and parents since they are continually involved in 
subjective evaluation of the children under their care. It 
appears that in cases of this nature it is the professional 
evaluation of the teacher that will best reflect the atti­
tude of the children toward the program.
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lo AN ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
The general plan is based on the theoretical con­
structs contained in Chapter Vll and developed through the 
conceptual framework designed in Chapter X. The theoretical 
framework (Figure 23) depicts the two main levels of school 




1 o The three major placement decision times must 
be kept completely flexible so that changes can 
be made accordingly as circumstances arise. It 
was found that the first level of time was insuf­
ficient to complete orientation of teachers and 
students, review after the summer vacation, and 
complete the material contained within a level 
prior to the middle of January. The teachers 
for the most part attributed this delay to their 
inexperience in the new program and the greac 
amount of work that each teacher was attempting 
to do. However, the teacher aide program seems 
to nave made some difference in alleviating the 
time delay by freeing teachers from routine work
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This factor was evidenced In the March and June 
periods which ended approximately on time.
2 <, It was found that the average group could cover 
three levels of material per year,, as set out in 
the curriculum guide. However., teachers found 
that as more emphasis was placed on inquiry. less 
was placed on content.
3o Minor placement decisions were not made at any
particular time but at those times, in the teach­
er’s opinion, when the child was ready for ad­
vancement to the next level of work.
Rate of progress
1. Generally, students seemed to cover content at 
a pace which was sufficient to challenge but 
not to frustrate.
2 . The five, six, and seven-year elementary pro­
grams were not generally followed. All students 
were evaluated on an individual basis. Stream­
ing into set programs was not adhered to
3. Students will begin school in September at ap­
proximately the same place they left off the 
previous June. No student ^'failed and no ŝ -u— 
dent ’’skipped.”
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Curriculum content.
The content was arranged according to major content, 
areas and a curriculum guide was formulated which 
set guide lines for the various subject areas in 
each content levelc
Throughout the program, marks or grades were not used 
in attempting to assess the students' progress except in the 
case of standardized tests» On all progress reports only- 
line graphs or written comments appeared »
Horizontal Organization
Curriculum organization» The program varied accord­
ing to the content level and type of subject level.
Horizontal enrichment programs were set up in some 
areas; however, as teachers became more confident in their 
attitude toward the new program, independent study, reading, 
and research became more common. In addition, rather than 
keeping a child within the confines of one class group (or 
room) the students often went to another room (and teacher) 
to work in a certain subject area at a level which was in 
keeping with their range of ability,
A highly individualized program was established for 
those students who completed level eighteen prior to June,
Studenr o r g a n 1 zation, This phase of the program
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began with relatively little change from the previous year. 
Howe'/er« the program became more and more individualized as 
the term progressed until several teachers were conducting 
their programs on a completely individualized basiso
Teacher organization. The primary rooms were con= 
ducted mainly on an individual basis, but there were several 
instances of cooperative teaching between teachers. The 
upper elementary experienced some departmentalization and 
team teaching.
Placement Decisions
Generally the staff adhered to the program and made 
a genuine attempt to make placement decisions on the basis 
of individual progress. However, teachers did have to be 
continually reminded that placement decision times were not 
meant to be times of promot ion-=non-promot ion, but merely a 
time of teacher evaluation and re=evaluation of the student 
as a unique individual.
For the most part, the teacher designed plan did 
seem to function quite well in its first year of operation 
and with certain minor alteration should be able to do sc 
again next term.
II. TEACHER OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 
"Iward the end of the term. the teachers involved in
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the elementary continuous progress program were asked to 
anonymously fill in a questionnaire (see Appendix) regarding 
the new programo The results of the questionnaire are 
depicted in Table I in terras of percentages based on a totai 
population of ten teachers or 1 0 0 per cent of the teachers 
involved a
Questions 1 through 5 are related to the basic 
philosophy of the program and showed an extremely high 
degree of support for nongrading and individualized instruc- 
tiono
Questions 6 through 20 are related to the instruc­
tional program and again indicated a relatively high degree 
of support «
Questions 21 through 30 related to the teachers" 
concept of how the administration was performing its role in 
the operation of the program. The results indicate that the 
teachers felt ̂ in most instances. that they were getting the 
support of the administration in the operation of the pro­
gram.
Questions 3' through 40 pertain to the facilities 
of the plant. Generally, it could be stated that even though 
the physical facilities of the school are in need of a great 
deal of improvement;, there is general consensus that audio- 
visual;, library . and instructional materials are quite good, 
n- g-suLest problem experienced is the rigidity of theT’



















8 1 . Teachers who felt that the staff as a whole made a 100 0 0
3.CÛ3 genuine attempt to implement the non-graded philosophy.
i 2 . Teachers who felt that the staff as a whole made a 90 0 10
? genuine attempt to implement a program of individu­
"nc alized instruction.




Q.C3- 4. Teachers who felt that it was difficult for them to 20 30 0o3"O change from the graded to the non-graded philosophy.o3; 5. Teachers who felt that the change in the philosophy 100 0 0
1 of the school program was for the better.
1 6. Teachers who felt that there was an attempt to make 100 0 0o5. the school learner centered, designed to develop the
"8g learner as an individual.(/)'(g 7. Teachers who felt that there was a recognition that 100 0 0







I __________________________  les No Uncertain
3
O
8 . Teachers who felt that some provision was made in the 100 0 0
8 program to account for the differences among children.
CQ-
9. Teachers who felt that there were some highly individu­ 70 20 10
O
alized programs planned and implemented.
t
3CD 10. Teachers who felt that there was provision made for dif­ 80 10 10





CD 11. Teachers who felt that there was provision made for 80 10 10
"O











group took place throughout the school year.
1—HCD
Q. 13. Teachers who felt that individual standards were based 80 0 20$
3" on the physical, mental, social, and emotional status
O
C_ of the child.
3 14. Teachers who felt that there was provision for the child 80 0 20c/)c/)o" to continue on to the next step when they were ready.
3









Number____________________   Yes No Uncertain(/)d3
o 16. Teachers who felt that the focus was on ways of know­ 70 0 30
CD
ing, thinking, and understanding.
8 17. Teachers who felt that the child would be able to 90 0 10
CQ' carry on next term (approximately) from where they<—H
i left off at the end of this one.3CD 18. Teachers who felt that there was a definite plan set up 100 0 0mc3- outlining the organizational structure of the program.
CD
19. Teachers who felt that the organizational plan was work- 80 0 20CD■oO able.ca 20. Teachers who felt that the administration supported 100 0 0
3■og the continuous progress concept.
3"d 21. Teachers who felt that the organizational plan was 100 0 0
CDQ. flexible.
gO 22. Teachers who felt that the administration assisted 100 0 0S-■o teachers in securing needed instructional materialsCD
1 and aids.









Number_________________ Yes No Uncertaino
3O 24. Teachers who felt that the administration facilitated 100 0 0
3"
CD
8 the operation of the program.
c5- 25. Teachers who felt that the administration attempted to 90 0 10
O further professionalism of teachers.
3
CD 26. Teachers who felt that the administration encouraged 100 0 0
"nc the implementation of new instructional methods.3.
3"
CD 27. Teachers who felt that the administration encouraged 100 0 0
CD■D curriculum development by individual teachers.OQ.
Ca 28. Teachers who felt that the administration encouraged 100 0 05'
3 the expression of new ideas for the revision of the■D
O
program by the teachers.
CT1—H
CD 29. Teachers who felt that the administration acted on and 80 0 20Q.
g1—H
supported these new ideas.
3"O
C_ 30. Teachers who felt that the administration actively sup­ 100 0 0
"O
CD ported a program of attempting to improve the physical
3
C/)(/)o'
facilities of the school.
wvO
CD■OOQ.














31. How teachers rated the physical facil­
ities of School #1 for the operation 
of this year’s program.
0 0 60 30 10
32. How teachers rated the physical facil­
ities of School #2 for the operation 
of this year’s program.
10 10 40 0 0
33. How teachers rated the number of audio­
visual aids available for use in this 
program.
30 50 20 0 0
34. How teachers rated the library facili­
ties at School #1.
10 50 30 0 0
35. How teachers rated the library facili­
ties at School §2,
60 30 10 0 0
36. How teachers rated the library facili­
ties generally for a-^school district 
of this size.
70 20 10 0 0
37. How teachers rated their own classroom 
in regard to the new program.
0 20 60 20 0
38. How teachers rated the school facili­
ties generally in regard to their 
flexibility.






























39* How teachers rated the situation of 
having the elementary school on two 
separate sites in regard to the opera­
tion of the program.
0 10 10 20 60
3CD
Cp.
40. How teachers rated the amount of in­
structional materials available at 
present.











building and the school operating on two separate sites,
In addition to the limited choice questions of the 
first four parts of the teacher questionnaire, an additional 
section of general open-ended or free response questions 
were included. In this section teachers were asked to 
respond to ten general questions regarding the operation 
of the program. Since the questionnaires were anonymous and 
judging from the frankness of the responses it could be 
assumed that honest and sincere answers were given to the 
questions asked. The following is a summary of the teacher 
responses given and listed in relation to the general ques­
tion.
Question :
What do you consider to be the greatest problem 
area involved in the new program? --Solutions?
Summary of Responses ;
1. A general lack of communication between the two 
schools 3 both interpersonal and administrative.
2. A feeling of segregation, by some of the teach­
ers of School #■’ 3 from the rest of the school.
3. A need for more discussion of the new program.
4. A need for frequent administrative visitation 
oi Classrooms, particularly in regard to advice construe- 
tl"-? 'lit 1C ism, and discussion. Several teachers indicated
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weekly visitationso
5, Problems created by irregular and erratic atten­
dance of Indian children.
6. Increased knowledge regarding all aspects of the 
program for incoming teachers.
7 » Problems created in the operation of the program 
due to the large number of groups created in the level sys­
tem.
8. Inadequate physical facilities to house the pro­
gram. A need for a new building of non-traditional design 
consisting of flexible space which would be learner cen­
tered and teacher designed.
Question:
What do you consider to be other major problem areas 
in the new program? Possible solutions?
Summary of Responses :
1. A need for modern facilities. There was a 
general feeling of a lack of space (instructional^ storage, 
specialty areas, etc.) and lack of flexibility in the 
buildings. Emphasis was placed on a teacher designed facil­
ity.
2. Areas of difficulty in instructional methods 
and materials in coping with the question of general educa­
tion for Indian students. A need was expressed for special
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media and facilities to assist teachers in handling this 
section of the program,
3. Problems experienced in handling all subjects 
on the level system by one classroom teacher.
4. Difficulties in handling the new arithmetic
program.
5. üome felt that there was a personnel shortage 
and that additional staff are needed,
6. ProDiems experienced in the evaluation of stu­
dents anl placement in levels,
7. An ever present need for more and better in­
structional supplies.
Question;
What would you consider to be the one thing that was 
of greatest value to you in carrying out the program?
.lummar y of Responses :
1, Assistance from other teachers,
2, The instructional resources and materials avail-
abl e,
3, The library resources available (reference mater­
ials, encyclopediciS, vertical file materials, books, etc.),
4, The experience of participating in this type of
program,
5, The freedom of individual teachers to operate
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and introduce new ideas into the program.
60 The assistance and cooperation of other teachers 
and the administration.
Question:
What would you consider to be the one most valuable 
thing in the program as a whole?
Summary of Responses :
1. Flexibility of the program and recognition of 
individual differences allows greater scope and ease of 
operation for all students— slow, average, or superior. The 
child is able to progress at his own rate.
2. A keen staff and lots of discussion, excellent 
teachers.
3 . The teacher aide program,
4. The enthusiasm of the administration.
Question:
What would you consider to be necessary changes in
the program to improve it for next year?
Summary of Responses :
1. More classroom teaching aids— audio-visual 
equipment and instructional supplies.
2. More interest by the administration in what (and 
why) the teacher is doing.
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3. More flexible thinking among teachers and more 
staff cooperation and coordination in all phases of the 
program.
4. Suggestions made as pertaining to previous 
questions.
5. General improvement of existing facilities until 
new facilities can be constructed.
6. Enlarged library— more space,
7. Allowance for more individualization and flexi­
bility of program.
8. A reorganization and re-evaluation of the curri­
culum.
9. Free time for (primary) teachers to devote to 
planning and preparation.
Question:
Generally, how do you feel about the continuous 
progress program?
Summary of Responses :
1. Great! But not just in theory; it must be used 
in practice. It must be correlated with individualized 
learning,
2. Ideal, but requires much time and effort in 
actual practice.
3. A very valuable program, certainly a progressive
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step forward,
4. A better program for the individual child— but 
more work for the teacher.
5. Warm inside!
6. Time will prove it to be the only sensible edu­
cational philosophy.
7. Very en-thusiastic ! Is there any other program?
Ô. Heartily and enthusiastically approve.
Question:
How do you value the Teacher Aide Program? And, 
how would you evaluate the Teacher Aide Program in terms 
of its usefulness to you and to the program in general?
Summary of Responses :
1. An excellent program— extremely necessary and 
a great help.
2. Essential to this type of program.
3. It is super!
4. Of great value; very good; highly useful. Should 
be enlarged,
5. It eliminated many jobs for the teacher and pro­
vides extra time for individual assistance. Relieves the 
teacher of many menial tasks, thus providing more time for 
planning,
6. Do not know how we did without it before.
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Question :
Generally, how would you evaluate the instructional 
materials and library resources that you are using?
Summary of Responses :
1. Generally very good, but there is always room 
for improvement in this phase of the program.
2. A need for more and better library facilities 
particularly in terms of space,
3. These facilities are excellent and even out­
standing for a school of this size.
Question:
Any general comments or suggestions that you would 
like to make regarding the program?
Summary of Responses :
1. Glad to be in on the ground floor.
2. Enjoy having a say about the program and what I 
feel is needed.
3. A need for more and better communication.
4. An excellent first year— many problems exist 
but they are being identified and tackled.
5. Continuous work is needed on refining the curri­
culum and extension of the teacher aide program.
7. A continuing emphasis on improved facilities 
and teaching materials.
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III. PARENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE
For the final phase of the evaluation of the new 
program, a questionnaire was devised to test the reaction 
and attitudes of the parents (see Appendix), For the pur­
poses of this questionnaire, only parents who actually had 
children in the program were selected. From this group 110 
names were selected by means of a random sample. For 
purposes of this paper, the first one-hundred questionnaires 
returned (N=100) were used to computate the percentages in 
Table II,
In general, most of the parents favored the contin­
uous progress plan, individualized instruction, and students 
working at their own rate. Those parents not directly in 
support of the program are not so much against it as they 
are reserving judgment until the plan has been tried a 
little longer. One interesting point is the number that 
openly oppose the program must do so for varying reasons 
since they do not always agree to disagree. Since the 
tables are relatively self-explanatory, further discussion 
of them at this point would be repetitious.
It may be inferred that the results of the evalua­
tion indicate rather general support for the program by 
both teachers and parents.

















PARENT EVALUATION OF THE EXSHAW CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PLAN
(N=100)
Percent answering:
tes No Undecided No Answer
Parents who felt that the new program of contin­
uous progress through levels is an improvement 
over the old graded system.
77 11 11 1
Parents who felt that their child has more oppor­
tunity to express himself in the new program.
76 8 15 1
Parents who felt that their child was placed at 
the proper level.
86 2 11 1
Parents who felt that their child is learning less 
than under the graded system.
9 52 16 23
Parents who felt that their child is learning 
the school subjects as well as he (or she) did 
under the graded system.
78 5 13 4
Parents who felt that their child has improved in 
his (or her) attitude toward school.
63 18 16 3
Parents who felt that the school now provides more 
opportunities for learning than it did in the past.
72 7 20 1
Parents who felt that a child should be able to pro­
gress in the elementary school at a level of work 
that he is able to handle and experience success.






















No Undecided No Answer
Parents who feel that the child should be able to 
continue on to the next level of work when he is 
ready.
94 2 3 1
Parents who felt that children have different 
levels and areas of ability.
89 5 3 3
Parents stating that children should be allowed 
to work at different rates of speed in different 
subject areas.
83 6 4 7
Parents who felt that their child had progressed 
satisfactorily so far.
85 6 8 1
Parents who felt that their child would have made 
more progress had he remained in the graded system.
15 63 20 2
Parents who felt that there should be a clearer 
indicator of the level the child is working in.
62 26 10 2
Parents who felt that their child was getting more 
individual attention now.
54 21 22 3
Parents who felt that the explanation of the pro­
gram at the meetings last spring, during the 
teacher interviews, and through the written notices 
to parents was adequate.









No Undecided No Answer
c/)o'3 Parents who felt that the new report card is an 59 25 15 1
a improvement over the old.
CD
8 Parents who felt that the parent-teacher confer 63 ? 7 3




CD Parents who have noticed a change in their 56 19 20 5
child's attitude toward school since the change
C
3.3" in the program.*
CD Parents who felt that the teacher is making a 65 13 20 2"O
0Q. genuine attempt to teach children as individuals.
a





CTI-* Parents who would vote in favor of the new 73 8 16 3
Q. elementary school program of continuous progress
5
0
if given the opportunity.
■0




*0f the 5^%f 41^ felt that the child's attitude had improved; 3̂%i that attitude 





The present emphasis on varying types of continuous 
progress programs of elementary school organization, a 
pressing need for increased individualization of instruc­
tion, and a feeling of creeping reduction in the educa­
tional service being offered rural students led to the 
organization and operation of a type of continuous progress 
plan by the teaching staff of Exshaw School, The teachers 
felt that the graded system of school organization no longer 
adequately fulfilled the needs of the type of school that 
they wished to operate and became engaged in an active pro­
cess of change which resulted in the continuous progress 
plan implemented in September of 1968. This paper has 
described the initiation, formulation, and first year of 
operation of this plan, as well as the basic theory and 
related research upon which the plan was based.
The study undertook the task of investigating eight 
major problem areas as they related to the Exshaw program.
In the course of development of this paper, all of these 
factions were considered in some depth. However, if certain 
areas may have been given more extensive treatment than
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others, it was not due to an increased degree of importance 
but to the more extensive nature of the topic.
1. The current trends and pertinent research were 
sought out and described in relation to the 
program.
2. An extensive description of the evolution and 
structure of the actual working plan was des­
cribed in some detail.
3. The theoretical basis for the plan was described 
in relation to both curriculum and organiza­
tional constructs and was based, to a great 
extent, on the organizational model of the 
process of education.
4. The actual working model was structured directly 
from the components of the theoretical frame­
work. The basic plan was devised by developing
a definite plan along the three dimensions (hori­
zontal, vertical, and articulation) of curriculum 
and organizational patterns described in the 
theoretical constructs depicted,
5. deveral sections of the paper related to the 
degree of participation of staff, students, 
parents, and community were presented. The 
basic emphasis in these sections pertained to 
tiic- degree of support necessary for the
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successful operation of the program.
6. A brief summary of the problems peculiar to the 
development, implementation, and operation of 
new programs in rural school districts was pre­
sented early in the paper. However, further 
problems, such as the absence of specialist 
teachers, lack of special education, and the 
necessity of teacher aides were discussed in 
other sections.
7. Description of the problems that were encoun­
tered were, for the most part, described in the 
chapter on staff meetings and workshops although 
some problem areas were in evidence in the sec­
tion on evaluation of the program.
8. Three basic means of evaluation were conducted 
at the end of the 1969 spring term in addition 
to constant staff and administrative evaluation 
throughout the year. These three major evalua­
tions were made by the administration, the 
teachers, and the parents. For the most part, 
evaluation showed strong support for the pro­
gram, especially among the teaching staff.
To date, the Exshaw plan has been in operation one 
full year and has met with general approval of both parents 
and teachers. Trie planning phase took olace over three years
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and terminated in one year of extensive organization. Since 
the inauguration of the plan, evaluation and re-evaluation 
has been a continued process necessary to the efficient 
operation of the program. It is absolutely essential to 
the continuance of this type of program that the single 
most important and crucial element must be its flexibility. 
Without this, the program would become rigid in outlook and 
mentality, stagnating within its own bureaucracy.
The Exshaw plan of continuous pupil progress in the 
elementary school was designed and implemented by the entire 
staff of the school. The thesis upon which this concept was 
based is one of active teacher participation in the formation 
of program development, organizational structure, and curri­
culum organization. The basic contention was that a program 
of this type will work more effectively and efficiently if 
it is designed by those teachers who will be involved in the 
actual implementation of the program. In addition, there is 
one other factor involved in this process; it is the felt 
need for change, on the part of those directly involved, and 
the development of more effective systems to improve the 
present situation. Without this felt need for change and 
improvement the teachers will merely continue in the pattern 
that they deem to be satisfactory from their past point of 
view, It is the contention of this writer that if the 
tea.her viio is in the actual (teaching) situation of operation
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does not support the program then no degree of coercion or 
decree from the administrative level will really affect, to 
any great or permanent extent, the actual operation at the 
classroom level. If the teacher does not change, then the 
program does not change, regardless of what the administra­
tion chooses to label it. However, if the teacher under­
stands and supports the new program then this program actu­
ally becomes operational at the teacher-student level. More­
over, if the teachers are intimately involved in the concep­
tion and birth of the new program their personal commitment 
and interest will be increased significantly by having be­
come involved in a creative process.
Therefore, the one most essential element in the 
development of this, or for that matter any new or changed 
program, is the active involvement, clear understanding, 
and enthusiastic support of those who are involved in the 
implementation and operational phases of the program. Since 
it is the classroom teacher who is responsible for the 
operational phase of the program, then it stands to reason 
that the higher degree of teacher involvement in, and com­
mitment to, the new program, the greater the possibility 
of success. It is the teacher who is the essential element; 
it is the teacher who is the master of the program.
The teacher, on the other hand, must assume the 
responsibility of professionalism and accept the challenge 
of creating new and varied structures to accommodate the
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educational pattern of the schools of tomorrow. Only 
through involvement in such endeavor will teachers actually 
discover and discuss the "why" of what they are doing in 
the classroom. No longer will teachers be technicians 
carrying on a process of teaching without having ever really 
investigated the basic elements supporting their organi­
zational structure and curriculum patterns.
In regard to the program of continuous progress and 
individualization of instruction, it is again the teacher 
who is the essential component. If the teacher continues to 
be graded-minded and is attempting to operate in a non­
graded structure the program will, in all likelihood, be 
graded. However, if the teacher attempts to throw off the 
shackles of graded mindedness and releases his or her men­
tality to envision the needs of the future, then the program 
will change accordingly. Such a teacher becomes an analyst 
helping students understand their needs, helping the learner 
plan and carry out varying activities as well as evaluating 
the outcomes. Such teachers will assist students to draw 
on all media available to them and will guide, diagnose, 
and advise in response to needs as they appear. The teacher 
then becomes the user of knowledge rather than the dispenser 
of knowledge.
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II. CONCLUSIONS
Although it is extremely difficult to draw specific 
conclusions from a study of this nature, an attempt will be 
made to extract certain factors that appear to be influen­
tial in the operation of the program described. These fac­
tors are clustered in four major and four minor areas.
Community Involvement
There seems to be some indication that the program of 
attempting to inform the parents and solicit their support 
was both important to the implementation and the operation 
of the program. This was evidenced by the general parent 
questionnaire which showed relatively high parent support 
for the program. This situation was further evidenced by 
the absence of community complaint about the new program 
during its first year of operation plus the strong support 
given to the program by the school board. Therefore, from 
the information gained in sections of the investigation 
pertaining to the community-school situation, the first 
general conclusion may be stated: Community understanding
and involvement are not only necessary for the operation of 
a new program, but are an essential element contributing to 
its success or failure. The higher the degree of community 
understanding and support, the greater the likelihood of
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success of the program.
Teacher Involvement
A second area of general conclusions involves the 
degree of staff participation in the planning, implementa­
tion, and operational stages of the program. It is evident 
that the early commitment and consideration of program 
development by the staff, as evidenced by the pre-operationa1 
meetings, contributed significantly to the implementation, 
operational, and evaluation phases of the program. This is 
further supported by the staff designed organizational plan 
of continuous pupil progress as well as the staff designed 
curriculum guide. In addition, the staff’s concern for 
flexibility and continual change as well as the recognition 
of the availability of communication channels to serve this 
purpose were evidenced by the number of general and special 
meetings that were held to consider difficulties incurred 
in the operation of the new program. The above considera­
tions plus the highly supportive attitude of the staff as 
evidenced in the teacher questionnaire indicate a second 
general conclusion: Teachers who have made a commitment
to a program of curriculum and organizational change and 
who are involved in the planning stage will be highly 
supportive of the program in the operational stage.
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Theory-Practice Construct
The organizational plan based on the theoretical 
model devised by the staff seemed to function adequately 
in this particular school-community situation. Although 
some phases of the operational detail had to be adjusted 
to circumstances occurring at a particular time, the plan 
operated with considerable efficiency. Therefore, the 
third general conclusion is: The practical plan as devised
from the theoretical model seemed to function quite well 
during its first year of operation.
Flexibility
The fourth area concerns the necessity for flexi­
bility both within the basic plan and in the socio-cultural 
milieu within which the plan operates. One of the major 
trends portrayed in teacher opinion, as evidenced by the 
questionnaire, was the continued need for flexibility in 
the operation of the program both on the level of organiza­
tional structure and interpersonal relations. This con­
sideration was also evidenced in the number of grouping and 
individualizing problems that occurred and were discussed 
in the operational meetings. Other areas requiring such 
flexibility involved changes in the length of time needed 
to cover the three intervals of time between reporting 
periods ; three major changes made in the method of reporting
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student progress to parents; changes made to include a 
teacher aide program upon the development of circumstances 
necessitating such a program; provision in the program for 
each teacher to go beyond the original plan to individualize 
instruction and introduce flexibility of program to a much 
greater extent than originally envisioned when the program 
plan was constructed; and many other changes that had to be
made to cope with the circumstances as they arose during
the operation of the program. Therefore, a fourth general 
conclusion would be : The necessity of including the oppor­
tunity for a high degree of flexibility for change and inno­
vation during the operational stage of the program.
Other Conclusions
Other conclusions that might possibly be drawn from 
this study might include :
1, Good school board-staff understanding and rela­
tions enhanced the operation of the program and 
made a great amount of the flexibility possible,
2. The teacher aide program greatly assisted in 
the operation of the program and freed the tea­
chers from many routine time-consuming duties. 
This aspect was instrumental in relieving the 
teachers from the pressure of the increased work 
load necessitated by the program.
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3, A fairly large amount of instructional mater­
ials {filmstrips, library resources, audio­
visual materials, multiple tests, individual­
ized programs 5 etc.) are necessary for the 
operation of a program of this type.
4» Although the program was operational in the
physical facilities available, it was definitely 
restricted in scope by the lack of flexibility 
in the buildings and the operation of the school 
on separate sites.
Although there may be other conclusions that one 
may draw from various sections of this program, those stated 
in this chapter are of the greatest significance.
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APPENDIX A
THE OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION AS LISTED IN THE 
PROGRAM OF STUDIES FOR ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS OF ALBERTA




The major purpose of elementary education is to 
foster the fullest development of each child’s potentiali­
ties. Direction for this development is provided by the 
behavioral goals listed below.
Abilities and Skills
Each child should increase his capabilities to:
1 , Communicate with others orally and in writing.
2. Listen.
3. Read.
4. Find, organize, and use information.
5. Use numbers and mathematical processes effec­
tively,
6. Solve problems of a social and scientific 
nature.
7. Express himself through artistic media.
S. Maintain health,
9. Function as a wise purchaser and consumer.
10. Maintain concentrated efforts in accordance
 ̂Department of Education, Program of Studies for 
Elementary Schools of Alberta (Edmonton: Department of
Education, 196ST, pp. 4-5.
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with native ability and natural maturation.
Understandings
Each child should learn to recognize the significance
of:
1. The social life of expanding communities.
2. The interdependence of all forms of life.
3. The effects of environment on human life.
4. Man’s increasing knowledge of social development 
and social control.
5. Man’s increasing control over nature.
6. The contributions of the past to the present.
7. Democracy as a way of life,
8. Responsibilities inherent in a democratic way 
of life.
Attitudes
Through suitable experiences each child should be
helped to develop:
1. Self respect— marked control, discipline, and 
direction through his own initiative,
2. Creativeness— marked by personal expression that 
becomes unique and revealing.
3. Scientific viewpoint— marked by the power to
delimit problems, search for data, weigh evi­
dence, form conclusions, and above all to
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evaluate his judgment in the light of subse­
quent events.
4« Cooperation--marked by consideration for the
rights and feelings of others and a willingness 
to share.
5. Responsibility— marked by readiness to carry 
tasks to completion, to behave honestly with 
himself and with others, and to accept the con­
sequences of his own actions,
6. Social concern— marked by the earnest effort to 
implement whatever desirable ends his group may 
seek.
7. Reverence--marked by a conviction of Deity, and 
a regard for His supreme handiwork, mankind.
Appreciations
Through suitable experiences each child should ac­
quire an appreciation of:
1. The dignity, worth, and possibilities of the 
individual, reflected in a high standard of 
conduct for himself, and a high regard for other 
people and their values and beliefs.
2, The dignity, value, and achievements of work in 
science, in religion, in philosophy, in art,
in literature, in craftsmanship, in honest
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labor every>?here.
3. The manifestations and beauties of nature--both 
in the natural state and as revealed through 
science.
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AD;:ir'i3TRATivi'; s t r u c t u r e
The Division of i abor
Line-and-staff organization
The "line” is the chain of authority along v;hich 
orders are passed from general to private, and through v.i.ich 
decisions arc passed from the policy makers to tho.se who must 
carry them out. The school board established a policy which 
the Administrative Principal must intei-pret t,g the Assis­
tant Princ i'\s ] ,  v.'ho in turn i; form the teachers and the 
teaciiors the ou oil;,. The line is a direct and descent its 
order nj' authority.
The "staff" is made u '- of those specialists whc 
are not in the main cliain of command, but who - erf orm 
important services for those who are. The supervisory 
staff, guidance specialists, clerical assistants, and care- 
takirf staff are in this category. It may be said, of 
course, I,ha t in actual fact these personnel are under so, -- 
onr’g. authority, and thereforu in a line. This is true, 
but tilt y are not in tne main line of command nor do they 
exci’cise any authority over those in the line whom they 
ass ist.
The staf 1' ful fi .1 Is a service function for tne line.
It acts in an assis'ant consultant or advisory capacity.
Allocation and delegai i or. of authority
Divio ior. of Is Dor al. r involves the -r-Der alloca­
tion and d e l e g a 1 1 u of authority . In a 1ine-and-staff 
organi zatioii, res i o,.s ibilitie s atid tlieir accom'',anyin:' author­
ity r:ust be c 1 e,. lu y def tried. In e due at i or. this is done ir 
part ly r.rovincial laws that s ne c if y the duties of the var­
ious ''OS it ions in t.ho/ organi za I i i. and nr.ovide the authority 
to carry these out. '..hen autli ritt is assigned or dele- _ 
gated, v/hether by law or in son- other way, it is .arrlieo cn.ly 
to the specified task.s, and must be used within these liniita- 
tioi.s. If the or.e to whom authcrity has been assigned 
delegates it to a subordinate, he is not relieved of the
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responsibility for proper performance of the task, but is 
still accountable for the manner in which it is done. How­
ever, when the Board or the administrator gives responsi­
bility for a task to another and delegates the requisite 
authority, he allows the subordinate to carry out his duties 
and refrains from interfering except in emergencies. The 
fact that he does delegate responsibility should indicate 
that he has confidence in the subordinate to perform the 
task satisfactorily.
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E X S H A W  SCHOOL D I S T R I C T
No. 1699 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
A. F. I'IcLean 186
Principal
EXSHAW, Alberta,
 AjIC.i.l. 2.......... _ 19.68.
Superintendent of Schools,
Calgary Public School District 
412 7th Street, fS. ',1 . ,
C a l g a r y , Alberta
Dear Sir:
ilay we secure your cooperation by forwarding this 
letter on to the appropriate personnel in your system.
We are presently attempting to devise a urogram 
on non-graded structure and curriculum for our school system. 
Since our school system is quite small and we are faced 
with the reality of limited facilities in personnel, we 
are iinding it quite difficult to complete much of the 
categorization and reor-ganization on unit level structuring 
of curriculum necessary for the implementation of the non- 
graded nrogram. We are finding that the individual class­
room teachers are having a certain degree of difficulty 
in covering the vast amount of material which is included 
in many of the many subject areas. Therefore, we would 
greatly anpreciate your cooperation in affording us any 
assistance possible. I know that your school system has 
been working on a cor.tinuous progress nrogram for some time 
now and we would m p r e c i a t e  the benefit of any knowledge 
you have gained towards Lht develooment of non-graded 
p r o g r a m s .
If it la p o s s i b l e , we would like to have copies of 
any oi'ganizational charts, available forms, and continuous 
progress curriculum manuals that you may have available.
1 would like to take this opportunity to thank 
you ff):' any assistance that you may be abie to give us ana 
I would be pleased to send you a copy of our particular 
plan when we are finished. As I mentioned previously, our 
plan will be specifically fur tne small school situation 
where there is nresently one ,;rade oer classroom. t<e hope 
that this plan will not only be of assistance to us but to 
oth>;r schools of similar circumstance.
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E X S H A W  SCHOOL D I S T R I C T
188
No. 1699
A. F. McLean p ro v in c e  o f  a lb e r ta
Principol
EXSHAW, Alberto,
 .A^ril ?nd........   ̂1 9  68
Lu{>erintendent of Schools 
Medicine Hat Public School District 
Medicine Hat, Alberta
Dear Sir:
May we secure your cooperation by forwarding this 
letter on to the appropriate personnel in your system.
We are presently attempting to devise a program 
on non-graded structure and curriculum for our school system. 
Since our school system is quite small and we are faced 
with the reality of limited facilities in personnel, we 
are finding it quite difficult to complete much of the 
categorization and reorganization on unit level structuring 
of curriculum necessary for the implementation of the 
non-graded program, t'e are finding that the individual 
classroom teachers are having a certain degree of diffi­
culty in covering the vast amount of material which is 
included in each of the many subject areas. Therefore, 
we would greatly anpreciate your cooperation in affording 
us any assistance oossible. I know that your school system 
has been working on a continuous progress program for some 
time now and we would appreciate the benefit of any knowl­
edge you have gained towards the development of non-graded 
programs.
If it is possible, we would like to have copies of 
any rirganizatioiial charts, available forms, and continuous 
progress curriculum manuals that you may have available.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
you for any assistance that you may be able to give us and 
I would be pleased to send you a copy of our particular 
plan wnen we are finished. As I mentioned previously our 
plan will be specifically for the small school situation 
where there is presently one grade per classroom. .-e hope 
that this plan will not only be of assistance to us but to 
other schools of similar circumstance.
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Telephone 524-5931 File No
M e d i c i n e  H a t  S c h o o l  D i s t r i c t  n o . 7 6
1-2;
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES
601 F lr it  A v« rti* t S.W., 
M EDICINE HAT, ALBERTA
19c
April 16, 1968
Mr. A.F. McLean 
Principal
Exshaw School District No. 1699 
Exshaw, Alberta
Dear Mr. McLean:
1 am enclosing for your information a copy of our original guide 
for the non-graded schools together with one copy of one of the unit 
guides developed for tills program. You will note in reading the 
program that although it is non-graded in nature we have, in initial 
stages, instituted a level system in the areas of Reading, Language, 
and Mathematics. The purpose for doing this is so that teachers would 
have something concrete to assist them in evaluating the pupil progress 
throughout the programs, and it is our hope that we will be able to drop 
the levels nrogram in favor of a more flexibile organization. As you 
will note there are twenty-four units in the non-graded program and for 
each of the units we have developed a curriculum of ski s of which the 
one enclosed is a s mple.
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E X S H A W  SCHOOL D I S T R I C T
No. 1699 




.............. , 19 tr
liT . L. McKenzie, De pu L y superintendant 
Medicine Hat school district I’o, 76 
601 First Avenue s..;.
Medicine Hat, Alberta
Dear sir:
I vjoulJ like to express my appreciation for the 
excellent coopera t i u. that yon have shown ir. assisting us 
in the development oJ' our Continuous Progress Program." 'I 
was extremely pleased to receive the materials that you sent 
regarding the Medicine Hat unrrading program for the elemen­
tary schoolm. This niece of material is excellent food for 
tiny,I ht and was appreciated by all of our staff members.
The unit guide "THE MATHEMATICS PHC1RAI7' is of 
excellent quality and cortai.ily a great assistance to a 
school district of our size. I would like tc entreat your 
further cooperation by rcqivsl ing one cory ô ' each of the 
other such subject unit r-uides, a s  you have developed to 
d a t e . Coul 1 you d o s s M I v send us any other ruidcs similar 
to Mathematics In the areas of Reading, Language, and Sci­
ence .
Our nroiect ir developing a Continuous Progress 
Promram f r small schools has been orogressing at a very 
sat.i.mM; ri fug rate and Mr. ... s. K o r e k , Pro / incial duperim- 
terident oi’ .-c Ii o g I j , ’ . u x tre - .rly rMe.sed m t the rrogress 
we b.avc made.
I wouli.l a, ail, like to express my appréciatif, for
tl, I-:{r;e 11 eut cooperation th' t you nave shcv;n and I ^hope 
tha', you will be able to arc.,. .;io late us f.cr tne subject ui.it 
guides.
'Mi,nk you your usid era t: r -o - ' this matter at
your e.u.-MiosL orr.sil .! f c u  /, i ience.
' t-' T  s truly ,
A. F. McLean
iFl irl, : mi,.
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CAlüGÆRY SCHOOL HOÆRD
O F F I C E S  - 4 1 2  7 t h  S T R E E T  F O U T H  W E S T
C A L G A R Y
- L b  f R  T A  A r j A Q A
Ap r i l  25, 1950
M r . A. F . M c L e a n ,  P r i n c i p a l  
E x s h a w  S c h o o l
E x s h a w  S c h o o l  D i s t r i c t  ^ 1 5 9 9  
Exshaui, A l b e r t a
D e a r  Mr. M c L e a n :
Y o u r  l e t t e r  of A p r i l  2, 1 9 5 0  has b e e n  r e f e r r e d  to me for reply. 
F i r s t  p l e a s e  a c c e p t  my a p o l o g i e s  for the delay in a n s w e r i n g ,  ho wever, 
s i n c e  w e  are in  the i n i t i a l  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  s t a g e  of our C o n t i n u o u s  
P r o g r e s s  pl a n ,  my t i m e  is r a t h e r  h e a v i l y  b o o k e d  w i t h  scho o l  sta f f  
m e e t i n g s  a n d  p u b l i c  r e l a t i o n s - - l e a v i n y  very l i m i t e d  time for the 
" p a p e r  war . "
E n c l o s e d  p l e a s e  f i n d  a c o p y  of our b r o c h u r e  w h i c h  has b e e n  d i s ­
t r i b u t e d  to all t e a c h e r s  in the C a l g a r y  E l e m e n t a r y  Sch ools. As su^h 
yo u w o u l d  b e  w e l l  a d v i s e d  to k e e p  in m i n d  that  m a n y  a s p e c t s  are adapted  
to the p a r t i c u l a r  d e m a n d s  of t h e  C a l y a i /  system.
Lin f n r t I m a t  e 1 y m a n y  a s p e c t s  c a n n o t  be a d e q u a t e l y  c o v e r e d  in writi ng . 
(IS I h a v e  i n d i c a t e d  to Mr. K o r e k ,  if I may be of any a s s i s t a n c e  to you 
a n d  y o u r  s t a f f  (or any o t h e r  s c h o o l s )  p l e a s e  do not h e s i t a t e  to c o n ­
ta c t  me, {I s h a l l  a t t e m p t  to a n s w e r  s n o n e r l ’. ; I d e ally a m e e t i n g  wo uld 
e n a b l e  m e  to c l a r i f y  m a n y  p o i n t s  a n d  t i s u g g e s t  to you s o m e  p o t e n t i a l  
s o l u t i o n s  to the p r o b l e m s  y o u  n a v e  r a i s e d  re mall  school s.
Y o j r s  truly,
C. L. itrickland
S u p e r v i s o r y  Ass .slant Elemen tar y 
C o o r d i n a t o r  of Lev e l *
C L j : i r n 
E n c l o s u r e
1867 U 1967 186'’U196
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Mr. A.F. McLean, 
P r i n c i p a l ,
Exshaw School District , 
EXSHAW, Alberta.
Dear Mr. McLean:
Your letter addressed to the Superintendent has been 
referred to me for answering.
We are sending you, under separate cover, a manual which 
describes the Continuous Progress Plan in detail. Should you, 
after reading this manual feel that you would like more inform­
ation, please do not hesitate to write to me again.
I might add that we have found the plan to be a success­
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HA T RACK
By JACK GORMAN
You could put up a pretty convincing argu­
m ent th a t Exshaw has one of the.best school sys­
tems in the province.
T a lk in g  to the teaching s ta ff, you would hove 
quite a debate on your hands if  you d idn 't believe 
the Exshaw system was a top drawer operation,
A lf  M cL ean  the principal ond friendly leader 
of the group is convinced he is surrounded by the  
most h igh ly  qua lified , well balanced and hard worlc- 
ing teaching s ta ff in the country.
H e  gets support for this position from  the  
chairm an  of the school board, Len W orre ll. Soys 
M r, W orre ll; "T h e  kids in Exshaw ta lk  to teachers 
like they ta lk  to their dads . . . this tells me the 
teachers have things under control and a good com­
m unication  w ith the students."
M r . M cL ean  sold the Exshaw School has be­
come progressive because the teachers wont it that 
way.
" W h e n  you introduce innovations in o school 
system ," he said, "you don't just publish a dictum  
and expect it to work. You have to change the 
teachers, not the students, and if the teachers 
w on't buy innovation, then no power on earth will 
m ake it w ork ."
T h e  " levels" system has been introduced rec­
ently  into the Exshaw prim ary school. This means 
th a t the children are advanced when they complete 
c e r t a i n  units of m otenal . . .  a system which a l­
lows the fast students to proceed a t a pace in keep­
ing w ith the ir ab ility  to learn, and the slower stu- 
donts can be given extra attention.
"T h is  requ ires a  lo t  o f  ex tra  work on the port 
o f  th e  te a c h e rs ,"  said M r, M cL e a n , b u t  th e y  are  
doing it, and  d o in g  it w i th  z e a l . "
"A lm ost ony morning the entire staff is hard 
a t it by 7 :30  o.rn. and there is always somebody 
w orking in the school ot night.
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The teochers also hove the unstinting support 
of the school board. This fru itfu l partnership has 
developed a l i b r a r y  cf educational aids which the 
teachers feel is o.ie of the best in the country.
If the teachers w ant something and they feel 
it is in the best i n t e res ts  of educating the children  
of Exshaw . the board says buy it.
Exshaw, with a student body of about 280, has 
a well balanced a n d  catalogued library o f  1 0 , 0 0 0  
volumes. B anff w ith a student population more than  
three times th a t m any from  grades one to 12 has 
a library w ith 3 ,0 0 0  volumes.
The question is bound to arise; "Does all this 
add itional e ffo rt and expense pay off?"
T he  answer oppeors to be a resounding yes. A t 
the annua l awards n ight October 4th  it was revealed 
for the assembled crowd th a t their school system 
had indeed produced some scholars of high calibre.
T h e  top aw ard for grade nine went to Lynne 
D ay who wos given straight H 's in every subject on 
the Stonine scale. This means she is in the top four 
per cent in the province. A  classmate, Karen F rose r 
was not fa r  behind.
The  C anadian  Petroleum  Association makes 
18 awards in the province in grades nine, 10 and  
11. O f  about 5 0 ,0 0 0  students in A lbertae lig ib ie  
fo r the awards, two of the winners showed up in 
Exshaw.
' A nd  this is not an  extraord inary  year . . the
Exshaw system has been producing sim ilar results 
fo r the post four or five  years.
In addition to everything else, an  oggressive 
physical education program  compliments the aca­
dem ic excellence which the Exshaw s ta ff has been 
able to achieve.
Nobody said so . . . but it is quite obvious that 
Exshaw w ould like to arrange a Bantam  football 
gam e w ith  e ither B anff or Canm ore or both. But it 
w on't happen this fa ll.
I an k Tormon, "Editorial, Si in an it Hews , October 10, 1 T) .
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EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION SENT TO PARENTS
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E X S H A W  SCHOOL D I S T R I C T
No. 1699






This letter is to remind you of the very important 
meeting I n  regard to the change in the Elementary School 
Program, that is being held on THURSDAY, MAY l6th, at the 
school auditorium.
I would urge all parents to attend this m e e t i n g , 
especially those with children in the elementary g r a d e s .
This meeting is being held to explain the change 
in elementary school structure from the present graded sys­
tem to a type of non-graded continuous progress plan. As 
of next September there will no longer be grade designations 
in the elementary school. Children will move through the 
curriculum content at their own individual rate of progress 
and the program will be designed to better accommodate the 
individual student rather than the group, as it is at 
pres e n t .
I sincerely hope that you will be interested er.cu. h 
in your children to attend tiiis meeting.
Remember: Thursday, May loth, at 7:30 PM
Yours truly,
A. F. McLean
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^RCGRES^ "HEPflW  , 19...
Dear Parent:
As you knoi'.’, we have instituted a continuous pro­
gress system in our elementary school this year. This
system is designed so that there will be continuous progress 
for each child throughout the elementary grades.
Continuous progress is based on the concept that 
each child is an individual, and as such has his own nattern 
and rate of growth. Therefore, no child is ever considered 
a failure. If he does not achieve in proportion to his 
ability, the program is adjusted to fit his needs and 
problems. One child may progress more slowly (or quickly) 
than others, but an attempt is made to kee^ his growth 
c o n t i n u o u s .
in this systCii there is no set body of content or
group of skills to be covered by each student within a
oroscribed period of t i m e . Materials are selected to match 
the scread o.' individual differences in the class and the 
students' move upward according to their readiness to 
p r o c e e d .
The Report Card
The report card has been develoned so that your 
child's teacher will be able to give you a better picture
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as to how your child is progressing in school. The report 
card indicates your child^s individual progress and growth 
in terms of the school’s understanding of his abilities in 
different subject areas, and social adjustment, work and 
study habits. The entire emphasis of the report card in 
on the use the child makes of his abilities, rather than on 
his level of achievement as compared to others of greater 
or lesser ability.
The process of learning is continuous throughout 
the life of the individual. In this report we recognize 
that no two children are alike and that they mature physi­
cally, emotionally, socially, and intellectually at differ­
ent rates. This report evaluates your child’s growth in 
these areas as an individual and not in comparison as a 
group.
The Levels
The report card depicts a graph showing where your 
child is in relation to the total elementary school program. 
The bar shows the level at which your child is working. The 
"General Level Placement" shows the overall level your child 
is working at. Bar levels have been included for each of 
the major subject areas so that you may see the areas in 
which your child’s strengths lie. Your child’s progress in 
a given level is indicated by the corresponding amount of
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the graph that is colored.
The Personal Report
This section of the report indicates by letters 
(at bottom of page) how your child is progressing as an 
individual and he is compared only to his own capabilities. 
At all times the report only indicates your child*s progress 
according to his own abilities and not by comparing him to 
others.
Parent-Teacher Conference
It is realized that a written report cannot convey 
all of the information necessary to develop a full under­
standing between you and your child’s teacher. Therefore, 
time for parent-teacher conferences has been scheduled at 
various times throughout the year. However, even though 
conference time has been scheduled, be sure and feel free 
to call upon your child’s teacher at any time to arrange 
for a conference concerning your child’s progress. These 
conferences will provide opportunities for you to examine 
your child’s work and to discuss particular activities and 
problems relating to your child’s development.
REMEMBER
Nothing succeeds like success. When a child is 
successful he usually works harder. Constant failure leads
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to frustration and dislike for a subject, and may produce 
harmful results for the child. Teamwork is needed between 
parents and teachers. It is well known that when parents 
and teachers work together, it is the children who benefit.
PLEASE
If you have any questions or if there is anything 
that is not quite clear in regard to this new program or 
the new report cards, do not hesitate to phone your child’s 
teacher to set up a conference.
I would sincerely like to thank all of the parents 
for the wonderful cooperation and support we have received 
thus far in the continuous progress program.
A, F. McLean
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Uue to the fact that our elementary school year is 
now divided into thirds {an average of three levels a year) 
and the first third of a year is not over until January,' 
there will not be any changes in the report card graph until 
that time.
NOTE : The report card only indicates what level 
your child was at the beginning in September.
NOTE : The renort cards will be sent out in January
and will at that time indicate level changes.
The elementary cards will be sent out three times a 
year: January, April, and June. Parent-Teac:;--r interviews
will hr held regularly twice a year in November and April. 
Special Parent-Teacher conferei ces may be held in January.
The main purpose of the Parent-Teacher conference 
is to gain a better understanding of the child's abilities 
and probl t:-m f;. for both the pa rent and the teacher.
Thank you for your cooperation.
a . E. McLean
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EXSH AW , Alberta,
19.
Dear
Parent-Teacher interviews will be 1 elc on r'.onaay, 
November 25th, from 9:00 AM until 3:30 PM.
The following times have been scheduled for your 
interview.
b'ould you please indicate re low whether or not y -  
oilan to attend.
If your scheduled tine is not satisfactory, would 
you advise what lay ai'ter 3:3d PM would be cot.ver. ' e.ut.
Flense brine the r e ’- ort card tc the interview.
Yours truly
I f'Jan t.o ccme = r ..cimduled ..... .
I am unctbln 1 r. come , ’ the scne.njiêi time 
I will net li present .....
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APPENDIX F 
TEACHER EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE




EXSHAW ELEMENTARY PLAN 
FOR
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS THROUGH LEVELS
D I R E C T I O N S
1 „ In each of the questions circle only one
answer,
2. In PARTS A , B, and C, the choices are*
"YES" "NO" "UNDECIDED" (?)
3, In PART D, the choices are listed at the top
of "D" section.
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PART A: PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS
1 . Do you feel that the staff as a whole 
a genuine attempt to implement:
(a) the non-graded philosophy? YES NO
(b) a program of individualized YES NO
instruction?
2. Do you feel that the goal of individu­
alization of instruction is desirable? YES NO
3. Do you feel that it was difficult for 
you to change from the graded to the 
non-graded philosophy? YES NO
4. Do you feel that the stated change
in the philosophy of the school pro­
gram was for the better? YES NO
PART B- THE PROGRAM
1, Was there an attempt to make the school 
learner centered, designed to develop
the learner as an individual? YES NO
2. Was there a recognition that there
are many differences in many aspects of
child development?
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3 u Wss som© provision rnad© in th© program 
to account for the differences among 
children? YES NO
4. Were some highly individualized pro­
grams planned and implemented? YES NO
5, Was provision made for differentiated 
rates of progress according to indi­
vidual needs? YES NO
6o Was provision made for a variation 
in the kinds of programs according 
to individual needs? YES NO
7, Did decisions about placement in a 
group take place throughout the
school term? YES NO
8, Were individual standards based on 
the physical, mental, social, and
emotional status of the child? YES NO
9o When the child was ready for the next 
step was there provision for him (or 
her) to go on to it?
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10. Were subject matter and content 
considered the exclusive property
of the teacher of next year’s work? YES NO ?
11. Was the focus on ways of knowing,
thinking, and understanding? YES NO ?
12. Shall the child be able to carry on 
next term (approximately) from where
he (or she) left off this term? YES NO ?
13» Was there a definite plan set up
outlining the organizational struc­
ture of the program? YES NO ?
14. Did this organizational plan seem
to be workable? YES NO ?
1 5 . Was it flexible? YES NO ?
PART 0: ADMINISTRATION
DID THE ADMINISTRATION :
1. Support the continuous progress 
concept?
2. Assist teachers to secure needed
instructional aids and materials? YES NO
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3o Encourage and support flexibility
in the program? YES NO ?
4o Facilitate operation of the program? YES NO ?
Attempt to further professionaliza­
tion of teachers? YES NO ?
60 Encourage the implementation of new
instructional methods? YES NO ?
7» Encourage curriculum development
by individual teachers? YES NO ?
8 . Encourage the expression of new
ideas by the teachers for the
revision of the program? YES NO ?
9o Act on and support these new ideas? YES NO ?
10. Actively support a program of
attempting to improve the physical
facilities of the school? YES NO ?
PART D: FACILITIES
The following code is used for the _ p
symbols at the right” Ex u
EX = Excellent G = Good F = Fair P = Poor 
VP = Very Poor
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1„ How would you rate the physical 
facilities of School #1 for the 
operation of this year’s program? EX G
2 u How would you rate the physical
facilities of School ^ 2 for the 
operation of this year’s program? EX G
3 ̂ How would you rate the number of
audio-visual aids available for








(c) Generally for a school 
district of this size,,
5o How would you rate your class­
room in regards to utility in 
regard to the new program?
6 o How would you rate the school 
facilities generally in regard 
to their flexibility?
EX G F P VP
EX G F P VP
EX G F P VP
EX VP
EX VP
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7= How would you rate the situation 
of having the elementary school 
on two separate sites in regard
to operation of the program? EX G F P VP
8 . How would you rate the amount of 
instructional materials avail­
able at present? EX G F P VP
PART E: GENERAL QUESTIONS
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO EXPRESS YOUR HONEST OPINIONS. PLEASE 
ANSWER ON THE ATTACHED PAGE.
1 o What do you consider to be the greatest problem areas in­
volved in the new program? Solutions?
2. What do you consider to be other major problem areas in 
the new program? Possible solutions?
3. What would you consider to be the one thing that was of 
greatest value to you in carrying out the program?
4o What would you consider to be the one most valuable 
thing to the program as a whole?
5» What would you consider to be necessary changes in the 
program to improve it for next year?
6 o Generally, how do you feel about the continuous progress
program?
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7. How do you value the teacher aide program?
B» How would you evaluate the teacher aide program in terms 
of its usefulness to you and to the program in general?
9 o Generally, how would you evaluate the instructional 
materials and library resources that you are using? 
Suggestions for improvement?
10, Any general comments or suggestions that you would like 
to make regarding the new program?
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PARENT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
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E X S H A W  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T
N o  1 6 9 9  
P k O / I N C E  OF A L B E R T A
A.E. McX.ean ...
F’ r i n r i p a t
LXSHAW , Alberta,
June 3rd, 6 9
Dear Parent:
We would like to ask your cooperation in assisting us to 
improve the Elementary School Pi'n̂ .jram. We would like to know some­
thing about how you feel towards the new level system of Continuous 
Progress in the Elementary School. Would you please help us by 
filling in the enclosed question sheet and returning it to the
school in the envelope provided; ilso 'eel free to express your
opinions on the page provided for "Parent Comments and Opinions".
PLEASE ASSIST US BY RETURNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
Thank you for your coopeiation in this matter.
Your s trul" ' ,
AFMcLimms A.F. McLean
Encl.





Please assist the school by filling in the follov/- 
ing Question and Opinion sheets.
In Part A ;
Just place a check in the space next to the 
answer of your choice.
In Part B :
Express your written opinion regarding the new 
Elementary Program or any phase of the program,
Please DO NOT put your name on the paper.
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CONTINUOUS PROGRESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR PARENTS
PART A
1 „ Do you fe©l that th© n©w prograin of continuous nnogress 
through levels is an improvement over the old graded 
system?
YsSo o » u c- o o o No,, c I.>0 0 0 0 0 * Undecided o „ o o ̂ ̂ *
2 . Do you feel that your child has more opportunity to 
express himself in the new program?
Yes .0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0  No 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0  Undecided
Do you feel that your child was placed in the proper 
level?
I es o I. ooooooo No oooooooooo Undecided
4o Do you feel that your child is learning the school sub­
jects as well as he (or she) did under the graded system?
Yes . . , . 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 .  No 0 0  0 0  0  0 ,  0 . 0  Undecided 
Less than under the graded system?
Yes o  o  o  o  o  V  o  .. o No 0 .  0 0 0 0 0  0 , 0  Undecided . ,  ,  , c . , - ,
Do you feel that your child has improved in his or her 
attitude toward school?
Yes o o . o  oooo* No 0 0 0  0 . 0 o o o *  Undecided
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6 c Do you feel that the school now provides more opportuni­
ties for learning than it did in the past?
Yes ...,occc.oc» No ci.ccoocco Undecided ..... o , ...
*71> Do you feel that a child should be able to progress
in the elementary school at a level of work that he
is able to handle and experience success?
Yes o.. . cuooo.c No 0 .0 .1... c.u. Undecided . . . . .
8. Do you feel that the child should be able to continue
on to the next level of work when he is ready?
*Y e s 0 0 . 0 0. 01)0 0 . N o .0.0 0 0 0 . 0 0 TÏ d e c i d e d. . o . c . . . . .
9. Do you feel that children have different levels and
areas of abilities from each other?
Yes ..... .1 . o No 0 1 .1 0 . '.oo Undecided o.ei.. ... .
If yes ° should they be allowed to work at different 
rates of speed in the different subject areas.
Yes ooooo oo .1. o No ...CO.. ot. .o Undecided .... . . v
10. Do you feel that your child has progressed satisfactorily
so far?
Yes o .  .  .  .. o , .  1. .  No . .  o . . . . . .  .  Undecided .  , ..................
11. Do you feel that your child would have made more orcgress
had he 5 or she, remained in the graded system?
Yes _________ . . N o  ... 1 . 0  1 . . . .  Undecided .  ...... .
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12o Do y ou feel that there should be a clearer indication 
of the level the child is working in?
Yes No „ c „ „ . c . . „ o Undecided  ..........^
13o Do you feel that your child is getting more individual 
atte n t i o n  now?
Y es o c  ̂ o • N o o c f V o V o V o e Und ecrded o ̂
14. Do you feel that the explanation of the program at the 
meetings last spring during the teacher interviews and 
t h r o u g h  the w r i t t e n  notices to parents was adequate? 
Yes » V ........ No . ..c ...... Undecided
1 $. Do you feel that the new report card is an improvement 
over the old?
Yes c „. ... No .......... Undecided
16. Do you feel that the Parent-Teacher Conferences are 
helpful in understanding your child''s progress in 
school?
Yes ____   No   Undecided . . .
■’7o Have you noticed a change in your child ̂ s attitude 
toward school since the change in the program.
Yes ... .. ... No  .......... Undecided . ........
If your answer is y e s , check one^
Improved .   - - Poorer  ̂  ̂ ......•
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1Ôo Do you. Dosl that tha t©ach©p is making a genuine
attempt to teach children as individuals?
Yes o No     „ . o , , Undecided ,
19o Do you feel that failure is good for young children?
Yes .......... . No . . . c r „ Undecided . , . .  .....
20. If you had the opportunity would you vote in favor of
the new elementary school program of continuous pro­
gress?
Yes ........ , . c. No .......... Undecided . . .
In favor of the old graded program?
5̂ ̂3 o . . . . . . . ij.co'j..... Û in ci ̂3 c zi»d ̂3 d . . .j .  ̂ . .
PART B; PARENT COmiENTS AND OPINIONS
Please express your opinion on the new elementary program 
or any part of i t .
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S T U D E N T  PROGRESS REPORT FORMS
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D IV IS IO N  I
N am e
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D IVIS IO N  II
Nam e




To fh# Pgf nf:
This report is designed for the purpose of informing the parents 
of the progress the child is making in all-around development.
Please feel free to visit the teacher to discuss any matters re­
lating to the development of your child. Regular, punctual attend­
ance, good health and sufficient hours of sleep ore necessary for 
satisfactory progress. You are requested to encourage your child 
in the reading of good wholesome books, because extensive reading 
aids achievement.




Please N o t e : This is not a report card
for the entire y e a r . It is a report card, 
reporting progress from the last report until 
this time. R emember , the school year is now 
divided into three levels of time; December, 
March and J u n e . Next September your child 
will carry on from where he (or she) left off 
at the end of June this term. There is no 
complete failure and no skipping. The child 
will merely carry on at the level in which they 
are working. There will, of course, be some 
review next September, but the child will 
basically be placed in a level which w i l l  <grve 
continuous progress in his worX.
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___ Spelling
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